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ABSTRACT

MORPHOLOGICAL STUDIES OF GRAFT COPOLYMERS WITH DIFFERENT

MOLECULAR ARCHITECTURES
FEBRUARY 2006
ENGIN BURGAZ,

B.S.,

KOQ UNIVERSITY

M.S.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Ph.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Samuel P. Gido

The

effects

of phase behavior and the molecular architecture on morphological

behavior of graft copolymers for three types of architectures have been investigated. In

Chapter

2, the effects

have been studied

of homopolymer on the formation of T-junction grain boundaries

in a

blend of polyisoprene homopolymer and a single graft block

copolymer

I2S with

linked at a

common junction point. While

quite rare

compared

two equal length blocks of polyisoprene and one arm of polystyrene

to other

omegas, they were found

in

tilt

T-junctions were previously observed to be

grain boundary morphologies such as chevrons and

abundance

in the

blend used in the current study. Simple

energy calculations show that the homopolymer present

in the

cylindrical curvature of the end caps, rendering the T-junction

ft^ee

blend stabilizes the

morphology more

stable in

blends than in neat block copolymers. This agrees with the observed greater fi-equency of

occurrence of the T- junctions in our blend sample than in neat block copolymers.

vii

In Chapter 3,

we

report the observation of a lyotropic phase
transition between the

lamellar and cylindrical morphologies in a mixture
of polystyrene-polyisoprene Y-shaped
single graft

copolymer with a lower molecular weight homopolyisoprene.
The nature of

the intermediate structures

which form

transmission electron microscopy

as the transition progresses has

(TEM) and

Wigner-Seitz

been examined

cell analysis

via

with simple free

energy arguments. The shapes of grains of cylindrical morphology have
been analyzed
via an adaptation of Wulff construction and simple interfacial free energy
calculations.

In Chapter 4, nucleation of cylindrical morphology

grain boundaries

is

at

chevron,

omega and

observed in blends of homopolyisoprene and I2S single

copolymer

in

linked at a

common junction point.

which two arms of polyisoprene

(PI)

T-junction

graft

block

and one arm of polystyrene (PS) are

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 discuss the morphological behavior of organic-inorganic

randomly grafted copolymers and

trifunctional multigraft copolymers, respectively.

applying the results from the recently established mean-field theory,

we

By

study the

microphase segregation of organic-inorganic randomly grafted copolymers. For
trifunctional multigraft copolymers, "constituting block

understand their morphological behavior.

viii

copolymer concept"

is

used

to
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

T-Juncti on Grain Boundaries

1.1

The

effect

of the homopolymer on the formation of high-free energy grain

boundaries such as T-junction grain boundaries

homopolymer

is

studied in a blend of block copolymer-

blend. Defects or grain boundaries that are formed in copolymer structures

are potentially important in terms of their effect on the physical properties
of materials,

such as mechanical, transport, and

electrical properties.

The

great bulk of research

on

block copolymer materials has been concerned with the phase transitions and the overall

morphology formed. Also, only a
done

to try to

relatively small

amount of theoretical work has been

understand long-range order, grain structure formation, and the defects

inherent in these morphologies such as grain boundaries.^"'*^ Gido and Thomas' '"^''^
classified twist

and

tilt

grain boundaries in lamellar block copolymers, identifying two

main types of twist boundaries
tilt

(helicoid sections and Scherk surfaces) as well as different

boundary morphologies: chevron, omega, and T-junction. The boundary morphology

formed was found

to

depend on the values of the geometrical parameters of twist and

tilt

which characterize the boundary.

Energy calculations
tilt

for different

boundary morphologies under

different twist

and

geometrical conditions have been found to agree with the stability ranges for different

morphologies.^"'

The previous experimental

studies

showed

boundaries are very unstable due to their high energies and form

1

that T-junction grain

in a

very few number in

a block copolymer sample.

form

in

abundance due

The

current

to the presence

work shows

that T-junction grain boundaries

of homopolymer in block copolymer-

homopolymer blend. The homopolymer lowers

the free energy of formation of T-

junctions and thus plays the major role in high number of these particular
grain

boundaries. The strong segregation regime calculations are used to
understand the free

energy reduction

The numerical

at

T-junction grain boundaries due to the presence of homopolymer.

calculations

is

homopolymer concentration

quite successfril in explaining the local increase of

at the grain

boundaries and thus lowering the free energy of

T-junctions.

1 .2

Lyotropic Lamellae-Cylinder Phase Transition

Most of the previous

studies of the microphase ordering in block copolymer

systems are focused on the kinetics and the main underlying principles of order-disorder

phase transitions

in the

weak

segregation limit.

The thermodyamics^"* and

kinetics^"^

of

thermotropically driven order-order morphological transitions have been extensively

studied. In

most of the

theoretical work, an epitaxial

kinetics of order-order microphase transitions.

model has been considered

On

for the

the experimental side, the epitaxial

relationship for hexagonal-to-cubic phase transition has been established in a block

copolymer

mixture.'^''"*

Both experimentally and

theoretically, the importance

growth mechanism was only recently pointed out
Also, nucleation and growth has been

in order-order

known looked

2

of the nucleation and

at as

a

microphase

mechanism

transitions.'^"

for the

ODT at

least since

Fredrickson and Binder (theory) in the

theoretical work,

Hashimoto' '''' and

Balsara'^'^i

experimental work on grain growth in
this area is focused

as a function

late

1980's." In addition to

^^^^^

ODT transitions.

on the evolution of a

stable

this

separately have done

Most of the experimental work

in

microphase near a metastable microphase

of annealing temperature.^'^^ Hadjuk

et al.

studied a reversible thermotropic

lamellar-to-cylinder transition in a diblock copolymer in the strong
segregation limit.^

In the present study, compositionally induced (lyotropic) lamellae-cylinder

morphology phase
mixture.

transition is observed in a single graft block

copolymer-homopolymer

We examine the grains of cylindrical morphology at a homogeneous lamellar

matrix in a block copolymer-hompolymer mixture. Particulariy, the
cylindrical

domains from lamellar

lattice is

initial

formation of

examined via Wigner-Seitz Cell explanation

and the anisotropy of cylindrical grains within the plane normal

to the lamellae is

explained via simple interfacial energy calculations.

1

.3

Organic- Inorganic Randomly Grafted Copolymer Microphase Segregation

The microphase segregation

in

copolymers with ordered sequence distributions

(block copolymers) has been studied extensively and researchers have found

many well

ordered microstructures with important applications.^ Recent years, the research interest

is

directed towards the study of microphase segregation in copolymers with disordered

sequence distributions.

A linear chain with two types of segments is regarded as the

simplest example for copolymers with disordered sequence distributions, and these
particular copolymers are defined as linear

random copolymers (LRCs). The disordered

3

sequence distribution

is

quenched and leads

to conditions not present in

copolymers with

ordered sequence distributions. Another example for
disordered sequence distributions

can be considered by randomly locating the branch points along
the backbone of the

polymer chain, and

this type

of polymer

is

defined as the randomly grafted copolymer

(RGC). Theorists have also examined the disordered molten
quenched randomness and branched

architectures.

state

of polymers with

^^"^'^

We study microphase segregation in copolymers that have competing interactions
and sequence disorder
sequence

statistics,

segments) of length

distributions,

and they can be synthesized with well-characterized

hi terms of their structure, these copolymers have a

A'^

with

P number of branches

backbone

(5-type segments) of length

(/i-type

M. The

branch points are randomly grafted on the backbone of the randomly grafted copolymer.

Each chain

in these

experimental

copolymers has a different sequence of branch

studies'^''^, the

randomly grafted copolymers used

points. Unlike recent

in this study

have

branches with inorganic material composed of polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes

(POSS®). Thus, the copolymers here are referred as organic-inorganic randomly grafted
copolymers.

1

.4

Morphological Behavior of Trifunctional Multigraft Copolymers

It

has long been recognized that molecular architecture of block copolymers

is

an

important parameter in designing materials with desired properties. Changing from

simple diblock copolymers to graft copolymers, the dependence of the morphological
behaviors on the volume fraction of the respective block

4

is

greatly altered.'"^ Study of the

morphological behavior of materials with novel molecular
architectures can help the
understanding on

how

variations in the molecular architecture of block
and graft

copolymers can be manipulated

in order to

develop materials with exceptional

mechanical, transport, and optical properties,

etc.

With the development of synthetic

approach, materials with more complicated architectures have been
synthesized and their
physical and mechanical properties have also been studied.^"'°

One of the approaches

probe the morphological behavior of materials with these complex structures
the "constituting block copolymer

concept

morphologies of some complicated
constituting block

copolymer

unit

each material, the number of the

These

CBUs

graft

are characteristically the

general formula

AnBm where

copolymer, while the n and

the

A

According

apply

to this concept, the

copolymers can be approximated by the

(CBU)

CBUs

'

is to

to

is

associating with each junction points. Thus, in

same

the

same

and the

as the

number of junction

for each material,

B

are the

points.

and can be described

in a

two respective blocks of the

m represent the number of arm A and arm B at central

junction point. The morphological behavior of these materials can be mapped onto their
respective morphological diagrams.

''^'^''^

Previously, morphological behaviors of multigraft copolymers with randomly

spaced trifunctional and tetrafunctional, and regulary spaced tetrafunctional junction
points along the backbone have been

studied.*^'"^

It is

found that the number of junction

points greatly affects the long-range of the microstructures. Quantitative study on the
grain size of the lamellar morphology shows that the correlation length K~n'

the

number of the junction

points in each molecule.'^

5

The

2 0

•

,

where n

tensile property study

on

is

multigraft copolymer with regularly spaced tetrafunctional
junction points and

shows very higher elongation and comparable
matenals.

It is

stress at

21%

of PS

break as the commercial

also found that the stress at break and the strain at break
in these

multigraft materials increase with the increase of number of the junction
points, from 5 to
10.

The present study concentrates on

the effect of chain architecture

on the

morphological behavior of trifunctional multigraft copolymers. The series has regularly
spaced trifunctional junction points with polyisoprene
(PS) as branches and the

backbones and polystyrene

PS compositions of these materials cover the whole range of

morphological diagram. Figure 4.1
materials.

(PI) as

The copolymers

illustrates the

are synthesized

molecular architecture of this group of

by coupling

living

PS branches and

diftanctional PI spacers using chlorosilane linking agent. Material thus

multigraft copolymers having the

same building block -

formed contains

CBU but a distribution of

molecular weights and accordingly a distribution of the numbers of CBUs. Solventfractionation

all

method was employed so

that each material is divided into three fractions,

of which have relatively narrow polydispersity (<1.2). Thus, the distribution of the

molecular weight for each fraction

is

narrow enough

for morphological studies.

Additionally, the molecular weights of all the fractions

among these

multigraft

copolymers are over 250 kg/mole, where molecular weight dependence of mechanical
properties

is

eliminated.

6

1.5

Theoretical Background

The following

sections are offered as a brief introduction to the
basic principles

applied in this dissertation.

The reader

is

advised to refer to the cited references for a

more complete discussion of topics.

1 .5. 1

Self- Assembly

of Linear Diblock Copolymers

The self-assembly of linear diblock copolymers

into ordered nanostructures

occurs due to the interplay between entropic benefits of mixing and unfavorable enthalpic
interactions.

When the

unfavorable enthalpic interactions dominate over the entropic

benefits of mixing, the microphase segregation occurs.' hi block copolymers, thus

macrophase separation

is

prevented by joining the incompatible blocks as one molecule.

In addition to this, the minimizing effect of reducing the unfavorable block contact drives
the system to produce structures at the nanoscale level.

Linear

AB block copolymers represent the simplest yet well-studied system in

polymer physics. Figure

1.1 is the

morphology diagram calculated by Matsen and

This morphology diagram predicts linear
function of volume fraction

where x

is

f,

AB

Bates.^

diblock copolymer morphology as a

and the segregation strength between the two blocks, xN,

the Flory-Huggins segmental interaction parameter and

polymerization of the

results

'''^

AB diblock copolymer.

N is the total degree of

This morphology diagram reflects the

of nearly 30 years of both theoretical and experimental work toward

understanding the morphological behavior of block copolymers, beginning with a model

proposed by Helfand,^

'^

and with significant refinements by Leibler

7
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and Semenov.
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This diagram predicts the formation of "classical"
morphologies such as alternating
lamellae (L) of

A and B, hexagonally packed cylinders (H) of

one component

of the other, and body-centered cubic (BCC) spheres (S) of one
component

in a matrix

in a matrix

of

the other. Other morphologies that have been observed
include "gyroid" cubic

bicontinuous morphologies

(Qia3d), perforated lamellae

diblock copolymer with equal volume fractions of
or

homogenous below

strongly affected

characteristics

beyond

by

a critical level of xN=10.5.

the conformational

between the two

certain stiffness, the

When

The symmetry of the diagram

one of the blocks

is

not amorphous and

diblock no longer behaves as Gaussian coil as usual

AB

1.1.

the

diblock can no longer be treated as a simple

amorphous-amorphous block copolymer.
Figure

is

to the difference in space filling

amorphous diblock copolymers. The system becomes too complicated and
morphological behavior of the

AB

A and B is predicted to be disordered

asymmetry due

blocks."*'^

AB

and undulating lamellae.

Basically, there are three important regimes in

These are the weak segregation regime (WSL, xN<15), the intermediate

segregation limit

(WSL, 15<xN<100), and

the strong segregation limit (SSL, xN>100).

Most of the block copolymer morphological

studies are

done within the strong

segregation limit, hi the strong segregation limit, the interface between the microphase

segregated domains

is

sharp, and

A and B domains consist essentially pure A and pure B

segments, respectively. This condition

by Helfand^ and

this condition is

is

defined as the narrow interphase approximation

only valid

dominate over the entropy of mixing

when

in the free

8

the unfavorable enthalpic interactions

energy of the system.

1

.5.2

The Milner Model
Block copolymers are successfully represented

as

polymer brushes

that are

grafted to the intermaterial dividing surface between
incompatible blocks. '^"^^ Using

these arguments, Milner developed a self-consistent,
mean-field theory for the miktoarm
star

morphological behavior. '^'^^ The free energy of a microstructure

single block

copolymer chain confined

each morphology' ^ and the

fi-ee

in a

energy

is

wedge

A and B domains,

energy for each block of the molecule. Figure

.2

generated using Milner' s theory for

volume

fi-action,

(j)B,

AnB^

and the stretching

free

shows the morphological diagram

type of block copolymers characterized by

and the molecular asymmetry parameter,

asymmetry parameter includes

energy required to

interfacial

form an interface between the two incompatible

1

calculated for a

representing the Wigner-Seitz cell for

sum of the

the

is

The molecular

e.

the information of molecular architecture and elastic

asymmetry from both of the blocks. The molecular asymmetry parameter

is

defined as in

the following:

Ml

1/2

Ml

'

R
A

€=

2

b
A

A

(1.1)

n
V

BJ

n

I

\ B J

\

B

BJ
K

1

.

1, «, is

the

V

B

BJ

'

R

In equation

n

B

'

b
\

J

number of arms of component

B

J

/,

and

parameter describing the conformational behavior of component
parameter

is

of gyration,

defined as

Rj.

/,

=

Vi/(Ri^),

where Vj

Both terms are proportional

is

the

is

a material

This material

volume of component

to chain length,

9

/.

/,

/

having radius

N. Thus, the asymmetry

I

parameter equation
statistical

is

reduced

segment length,

parameters such as

segmental volume, v„ and

6,.

The Milner's model
shifts to

to the

predicts that the

volume

fraction of a particular

morphology

higher volume fraction limit with increasing molecular asymmetry.
This effect

occurs due to the effect of restricting multiple arms to one side of
the interface. Thus,
unlike with linear block copolymers, different morphologies can be produced
with

nonlinear block copolymers

1.5.3

at similar

volume

Randomly Grafted Copolymer Microphase Segregation
Recently, a

mean

field theory is

performed on the microphase separation

properties of randomly grafted copolymers

results

by Chakraborty

et

al^^ According to the

of theory, the lamellar wavevector of the system increases with decreasing

temperature, then reaches a fixed value where
or the average

the

fractions.

domain

number of segments between

size in a

it

is

determined by either the branch length

the branch points along the backbone. Thus,

randomly grafted copolymer decreases with decreasing temperature

and the natural length scale

is

number of segments between

controlled

by

either the branch length or the average

the branch points along the backbone.

dependence of the lamellar wavevector

is

shown

in Figure

1 .3

The temperature

based on the results of the

mean-field theory. In block copolymers, the temperature dependence of the lamellar

wavevector and the domain size

is

quite different than those of randomly grafted

copolymers. In block copolymers, the lamellar wavevector decreases with decreasing
temperature due to chain stretching, thus the domain size increases with decreasing

10

temperature.

The

natural length scale

is

controlled

by

the block length in a block

copolymer.

The

scattering wave-vector, ^* decreases with temperature
and does not change

with temperature after a certain temperature. Thus, the length scale
on which the system
orders

strongly temperature dependent and then becomes essentially
temperature

is first

independent. For diblock copolymers, ^* decreases as order-to-disorder transition

approached from the disordered
approached, there

state.^^

This effect

seen due to the fact that as

is

is

ODT is

a repulsion between the incompatible segments of the block

is

copolymers, thus resulting in the increase of lamellar spacing. In RGCs, there

is

repulsion either between branches or backbone segments. However, in

the

temperature dependence of the scattering wave-vector

is

RGCs,

reversed in Figure

1.3.

also

This

is

because the branch points along the backbone of copolymers are randomly located and
there

is

a

whole range of length

from the disordered

when

ordering, and

scales

between the branch

state, first the larger

the temperature

is

points.

As

ODT is approached

length scales contribute to the microphase

lowered more, smaller length scales can contribute
a plateau region appears due to the fact that

to the

microphase segregation, hi figure

at the

lowest temperature value, the smallest distance between the branch points

1.3,

contributed to the microphase segregation, and there

branch points
addition, the

left in

mean

characteristics

is

is

no smaller distance between

the system to contribute to the microphase separation process. In

field theory results

showed

that the

microphase separation

of randomly grafted copolymers are greatly affected by

architecture.

11

their chain

1

General procedures

.6

The

graft

in

morphological characterization of graft copolymers

copolymers were slowly cast over 7 days from

toluene, a non-preferential solvent, forming a solid film
2

were

stand under high

let

vacuum

for 5

more days

at

vol.% solution

5

mm thick.

The

room temperature

in

in

solid films

order to

completely remove residual solvent. For grafted block copolymers,
the dried films thus
obtained were annealed

at

120°C under vacuum

structures. After the annealing

were microtomed
100

nm

thick

in a

for 7

days to promote equilibrium

and casting procedures, samples

for electron

microscopy

Leica Ultracut cryoultramicrotome. Sections approximately 50-

were cut with a Diatome diamond knife

at

a sample temperature of -1 10°C

and a knife temperature of -90°C. For organic-inorganic randomly grafted copolymers,
the sections

were not stained with any staining agent since

there

enough mass-

is

thickness contrast between the different domains. For grafted block copolymers,

used as a staining agent on

JEOL 00 CX
1

used for

TEM

operated at

1

00

kV

accelerating voltage.

studies are also used for Small

The same 2

mm thick samples

Angle X-Ray Scattering

from an Osmic microsource generator operated
collimated by a set of three pinholes.

at

filtered

45

kV

Cu Ka

and 0.66

studies.

Small-

radiation (A,=l .54

A)

mA. The primary

A gas-filled area detector (Molecular

Metrology), located 1.5m from the sample was used to record scattering patterns. The
flight path

is

TEM grids for 6 hours. TEM imaging was performed on a

angle X-ray scattering data were collected using Ni

beam was

OSO4

between the source and the detector was evacuated.
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Figure

1

.

1

Morphology diagram for a linear AB diblock copolymer calculated by
Matsen and Bates, spanning from the order-disorder transition into the
strong segregation regime.

13

Figure 1.2

Milner's phase diagram in the strong-segregation limit for star-block
copolymers with nA A arms and ne B arms as a function of volume
fraction of B

monomer.

14

Figure

1

.3

The temperature dependence of the optimal wave vector

for a

grafted copolymer based on the mean-field theory results.
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CHAPTER 2
T-JUNCTION GRAIN BOUNDARIES IN BLOCK COPOLYMER-HOMOPOLYMER

BLENDS

2.1

Abstract

T-junction grain boundaries were studied in a blend of polyisoprene

homopolymer and a

single graft block

copolymer

polyisoprene and one arm of polystyrene linked

I2S with

at

a

common junction point. The

polyisoprene volume fraction in the blend was 0.52, and
lamellar.

tilt

two equal length blocks of

While T-junctions were previously observed

to

its

overall

equilibrium morphology

was

be quite rare compared to other

grain boundary morphologies such as chevrons and omegas, they were found in

abundance

in the

blend used in the current study. The T-junctions

number of distinctive

in the

blend show a

characteristics including enlarged semi cylindrical end caps

terminating polystyrene lamella and an increase in the spacing of the lamella as they near

their termination at the T-junction.

homopolymer present

in the

Simple

free

energy calculations show that the

blend stabilizes the cylindrical curvature of the end caps,

rendering the T-junction morphology more stable in blends than in neat block

copolymers. This agrees with the observed greater frequency of occurrence of the Tjunctions in our blend sample than in neat block copolymers.

2.2

Introduction

Block copolymer materials

that

form microphase separated morphologies such as

lamellae also
spheres, cylinders, the cubic bicontinuous double gyroid morphology, and

16

form larger scale grain

structures.^''^^

Defects or grain boundaries that are formed in

copolymer structures are potentially important

in

terms of their effect on the physical

properties of materials, such as mechanical, transport, and electrical
properties.
relationship between melt shearing and kink band

established in lamellar block copolymers.^'

The

copolymer materials has been concerned with

morphology formed.

tilt

A

grain boundary structure has been

great bulk of research

on block

the phase transitions and the overall

A much less investigated topic is how well ordered the

morphologies are as a function of sample preparation conditions and molecular
structure."'^"^^

reasons:

and

(2)

(1 )

These issues are very

difficult to address experimentally for several

quantitative measures of the degree of order, such as grain size, are difficult,

when comparing

the degree of order

among

different samples, great care

must be

taken to control and standardize the sample preparation conditions. Also, only a relatively
small amount of theoretical work has been done to try to understand long-range order,
grain structure formation, and the defects inherent in these morphologies such as grain

boundaries.

'^''^

tracked using

Recently, defect evolution in diblock copolymer thin films was directly

AFM between repeated cycles of thermal annealing.^^

Gido and

Thomas^'^'^^''**^ classified twist

and

tilt

grain boundaries in lamellar block

copolymers, identifying two main types of twist boundaries (helicoid secfions and Scherk
surfaces) as well as different

junction.

tilt

boundary morphologies: chevron, omega, and T-

The boundary morphology formed was found

geometrical parameters of twist and

tilt

to

depend on the values of the

which characterize the boundary. Energy

calculations for different boundary morphologies under different twist and

17

tilt

geometrical conditions have been found to agree with the
stability ranges for different
morphologies.^^"^^''*°'^' In the current chapter,

boundary morphology; the general
this type

look in greater depth

structure of a T-junction

of tilt grain boundary, one

line parallel to another set

we

set

shown

is

at

T-junction

in Figure 2.1.

tilt

At

of lamellar planes terminates along a boundary

of lamellae. In the

set

of lamella that terminate, one type of

lamella (gray in the figure) merges continuously with a layer on the opposite side of the

boundary. The other type of lamella (white in the figure) terminates

in a

semi cylindrical

end cap. Depending on the material used, these end caps can be quite enlarged, with
diameters larger than the white material lamellar thickness. The end cap enlargement

is

a

focus of this study.

Here we concentrate on

homopolymer. The

I2S material

a blend of I2S

is

miktoarm

star

a three-arm star with two equal length arms of

polyisoprene (PI) and one arm of polystyrene (PS) linked

The homopolymer used

block copolymer with a

in the blend

at

a

common junction point.

was low molecular weight

PI.

This particular blend

produced a lamellar morphology with a very large concentration of T-junctions.

In a total

of 68 transmission electron microscope (TEM) images, each covering a 20x30 //m

505 T-junctions were observed.

By comparison,

area,

in the previous experimental study

of tilt

grain boundaries in neat diblock copolymers,^^ T-junctions were observed quite rarely.

Of 160

tilt

observed.

grain boundaries measured in this previous study, only six T-junctions were

The

difference in the frequency of observation of T-junctions between a blend

of block copol>TTier and homopolymer and neat block copolymer
stabilization

of the semi cylindrical end cap structure which

18

is

is

related to a

only possible when

homopolymer

is

present. This lowers the energy of the
T-junction structure in blends

resulting in their stability even

j

on extensive thermal annealing. The higher energy
T-

unctions in neat block copolymers are presumably lost
due to rearrangements during

annealing.

The geometry of a T-junction
boundary

is

either side

the angle

is

between the normals

of the boundary. As shown

be used

will

in this

A

are referring to

two

to the

in the figure,

which gives two supplementary angles
and

illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Oi

and

&i.

for the grain

an angle

(p

29

However,

as

shown

can be measured in two ways

When we

refer to

Two ways

corresponding to the two ways of measuring

boundary asymmetry and will

refer to

Finally, as illustrated in the figure, the

lamella on the

smaller

left

as

tilt

(p\

of measuring

We will

Oi

this angle is the

same

as

angle or

Bi.

at this

Oi

+

2(f>\

=

180°,

where

19

is Gi

(9,

we

hi pure

plane of

use

(p

^

are possible,

as a

(pi

measure of

are complementary.

also directly give the angles that the

9i, If Oi

boundary has pure T-junction geometry.

the geometrical relationship

angles

of the boundary can deviate by

the angles ^land

angles

tilt

hand side make when they impinge on the lamella on the

way of measuring

respectively, the

it

tilt.

tilt

boundary bisects each

in the figure, the plane

from the symmetry plane.

of the

of lamella, in the two grains on

chevron and omega boundary geometries, the grain boundary resides

symmetry.

tilt, 0,

The smaller of the two

paper as the measure of tilt.

symmetry plane

6*

sets

The

/

is

and

(p\

right.

The

are 90"" and 45°,

All T-junctions must satisfy

either

1

or

2.

2.3

Experimental

The

I2S

I2S-3 in ref 42.

publication.

miktoami

The

star

copolymer used

in this study is the

same material

is

The number-average molecular weights of the PS arm,

0.38, and the polydispersity

a single PI arm, and

is

1.04.

The PI volume

A blend of this block copolymer with low

molecular weight (1200 g/mol) PI homopolymer was prepared by casting from a
solution in toluene such that the overall PI

The blend was slowly

volume

cast over 7 days

nonpreferential solvent, forming a solid film 2

under high vacuum for
residual solvent.

further

It

sample

synthesis and molecular characterization are given in this
previous

the total molecule are 61 200, 14 800, and 83 000 g/mol,
respectively.
fraction

as

5

more days

at

was then annealed

fraction

from

5 vol

1

week

promote the formation of well-ordered

to 0.52.

% solutions in toluene, a

mm thick. The solid film was let stand

room temperature
for

was increased

common

in a

in order to

vacuum oven

completely remove

at

120°C

structures. After annealing,

in order to

samples for

electron microscopy were microtomed in a Leica Ultracut cryoultramicrotome. Sections

approximately 50-100

nm

thick

were cut with a Diatome diamond knife

at

a sample

temperature of -1 10 °C and a knife temperature of -90 °C. The sections were stained with

Os04
PS

in

100

for

4

h,

which oxidizes

the double

bonds of the

PI,

rendering

TEM micrographs. TEM imaging was performed on a JEOL

kV

it

dark relative to the

100

CX operated

at

accelerating voltage.

TEM images of the samples containing T-junction grain boundaries were
recorded. Enlarged photographic prints of these images were made, and from these prints

20

morphological observations and geometrical
measurements of boundary parameters were

made. The true boundary angles can only be
the electron

beam

projection direction

is

normals on both sides of the boundary.
the normals of a set of lamellae

banded image observed
lamellar spacing.

The

true lamellar spacing

(i.e.,

directly

measured from the

TEM image if

simultaneously perpendicular to the lamellar

When

the projection direction

is

perpendicular to

projection parallel to the lamellar planes), the

TEM is very sharp and the spacing of the banding is the true

in

true lamellar spacing for these materials

is

known from SAXS. The

TEM imaging on Os04 stained samples may differ by a few

from

percent from that obtained by

SAXS

due

to the effect

of the

stain.

However, these

differences introduce less error than other aspects of the geometrical analysis. If the

lamellar orientation changes such that the electron

beam

is

no longer

parallel to the

planes, the observed lamellar spacing will change, and the contrast between light and

dark layers will be reduced. Tilting the thin sample film so that
perpendicular to the electron

beam

projection of the lamellar layers.

it

is

no longer

also changes both the spacing and contrast of the

A detailed analysis of these geometrical effects on the

spacing and contrast of projected lamellar images was given by Gido and Thomas^^'^^
their previous

work on

lamellar grain boundaries. In general,

thickness, the goniometer

tilt

of the sample

in the

by knowing

TEM, and the

in

the sample

true lamellar spacing and

measuring angles and projected lamellar repeats from the image, one can calculate the
true

boundary geometry. In the present study, we

by chance, were already
geometry or we

at

tilted the

either analyzed boundaries which,

or near the correct orientation for direct determination of tilt

samples

in the

TEM

21

in

order to achieve this geometry. The

uncertainty inherent in these procedures and
measurements

is

reflected in the fact that

data are reported as averages for 5° ranges
of tilt.

Resuhs

2.4

In 68 micrographs

identified

and analyzed. Figure 2.2 shows a

junctions that illustrate

material

at the

of the IzS-homopolymer blend, a

is

some general

in

of 505 T-junctions were

TEM image of the blend with a number of T-

observations about these structures: (1) the PI

always continuous across the boundary, and

boundary do so

total

(2) the

PS

lamella that terminate

semi cylindrical end caps which are enlarged relative

to the

PS

lamellar thickness. (3) Often there appears to be an increase in the lamellar repeat

distance as the lamellar layers that terminate approach the boundary. This spreading

most prominent when the boundaries approach

^45°),

as in the regions labeled

A

in

is

the pure T-junction geometry (6^ 90° and

Figure 2.2. (4) The T-junction boundaries in the

blend are generally fragmented into a number of smaller boundary segments. The degree

of lamellar spreading
a

method

illustrated

in T-junctions

with Figure

1

.

was measured

for all the boundaries

we

observed by

A distance, L], was measured parallel to the grain

boundary plane across the widest points of a number of the enlarged PS end
second measurement, Lj, was taken

parallel to the

boundary where the lamellar repeat distance

is

boundary plane and

caps.

to L\ far

A

from the

unaffected by the boundary. L2 was

measured over the same number of lamellar repeats

as

then characterizes the spreading of the lamellar layers

was used
at the

for L\.

The

ratio I1/Z-2

T-junction. Figure 2.3

shows

a histogram of number of boundaries observed and measured as a function of tilt angle,

0..

The boundaries

are grouped together in 5°

tilt
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angle ranges which are identified by the

high angle in the range. For instance, boundaries
with tih angles greater than 55° up

and including 60° are included
boundaries appears to have a

of ^ vs

(9

around a

in the

grouping reported

maximum

for all the boundaries

in the

measured

line representing the condition

45°-50°

in this study.

at 60°.

tilt

geometry. This confirmation that the grain boundaries

The concentration of

range. Figure 2.4

The data

^+2^=180°, which
in

to

shows a

plot

points are clustered

characterizes the T-junction

our data set conform to the

geometrical definition of the T-junction validates the methods used to
measure boundary
tilt

and asymmetry angles from

expansion factor L\IL2 vs
boundaries

in

angle.

each of the same 5°

error bars indicate

tilt

tilt

TEM

images. Figure 2.5

The data

tilt

is

a plot of the lamellar

points represent averages over

all

the

ranges used in the histogram (Figure 2.3), and the

one standard deviation. The expansion

factor increases with increasing

angle up to 90°. There appears to be a preference for a negative expansion factor (a

compression of the lamellar layers)
smaller

for

tilt

number of boundaries measured

at

angles smaller than about 40°. However, the
these small angles and the fact that

noncompressed boundary geometries are within

makes

this

conclusion somewhat tentative.

statistically relevant

On

the range of experimental data scatter

the other hand, there

tendency for positive expansion

pure T-junction geometry (^=90°)

is

for higher

tilt

is

a clear and

angles, especially as

approached. The spreading of the lamellar layers as

they approach the T-junction boundary occurs over a distance equal to between one and

two lamellar long periods.
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Discussion

2.5

We now will endeavor to explain the trends observed in the experimental

data

using geometrical arguments as well as some simple
free energy calculations. Although
the models used to carry out these calculations are
rough, they provide insight into the
relevant physics and they predict the correct trends.
Clearly, the lamellar domains of one

of the component materials must terminate
boundary. The end caps are observed

in

some

end cap

may have

interfacial area

a diameter that

The tendency

thickness.

close to 50/50

volume

for the

is

is

enlarged relative to the

end cap

flat interfaces

become enlarged

to

One can

field,

to the free

blocks. This term

the

it

is

is

lamellar

domain

simple to understand. At

in this

to curve into a cylindrical

constrained to form a cylinder. This calculation

wedge

free

is

performed

energy of Milner'^''^'* and the assumption of

by minimizing with

respect to cylinder radius.

An

additional term

is

energy to account for the mixing of PI homopolymer with the I2S PI

is

of the type used by Leiber, Orland, and Wheeler''^ and assumes

low molecular weight homopolymer

separated PI domains. Equation 2.1

single block

PS

cylindrical

easily calculate the radius that minimizes the energy of this lamellar

forming material when

added

curvature

of the lamellar morphology. However, the external

geometry.

incompressibility,

mean

copolymer-homopolymer blend used

imposed by the boundary forces the material

mean

T-junction

a surface of constant

constraint

using the

at the

between the two components.''^ The semi

fractions the block

study wants to form the

of cap

form an approximately semi cylindrical

to

geometry as one would expect since a cylinder

which minimizes the

sort

is

is

that

evenly distributed throughout the microphase-

the free energy, in A:r units, associated with a

copolymer molecule plus the average number of homopolymer chains
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in the

+

system per block copolymer molecule. The
stretching energies of the

brush heights are

The mean

and

is

A and B blocks, respectively.

number of arms of each

For

is

interfacial

equal to

is

When

the cylinder radius.

formulated for the

A block

arm

are

/

is

the

the

component

Kuhn

in the core

of

applied to cylinders, the free energy

in the cylinder core.

The

third

energy where y\s the interfacial energy per unit area and

density of the block copolymer chains

A or B, the domain

zero in the lamellar morphology

is

equal to \l{2h) in the cylinder morphology, where

eq 2.1

/

material per block copolymer molecule are

curvature, H, of the interfacial surface

the cylinders and thus hi

in

and second terms represent the chain

the degrees of polymerization for a single

lengths are 6„ and the

Hi.

first

at the interface.

The

final

term

in

eq 2.1

is

the

cris the grafting

term

is

the combinatorial

entropy of mixing of the homopolymer chains in the domains of the same type. As
written in eq

2.

1

,

B homopolymer

is

mixed

into the

degree of polymerization of the homopolymer, «h
per block copolymer, and

rj

is

the

volume

fraction

B

domains. In

the

is

this

= 132 A\

V]

of homopolymer

where

hi are

Vj

are segmental

volumes and

Kuhn

vs

A^h is the

number of homopolymer chains
in the overall

domains. In these calculations the following values, obtained from the

used for various system parameters:

term

=176

lengths.

=

B

literature,''^'

A\

b\

The

interfacial

6.8 A, and

bs,

energy

were

=6.9 A,

at the

annealing temperature of 120 °C, 7=0.014 kTlkl, was calculated using the expression of

j of Mori

Helfand and Tagami^^ with the experimentally determined

2.2

1

— Hh
2

+

kT

16N.bl

16Niibl

B

I-Hhg
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et

al."*^

+—y ^B^B+^h^h
,

a

rj

Int]

(2.1)

The

results

brush height
{hj

=

hs

+

of these calculations are given

{hs), calculated

hi),

PI brush height

in

Table

total

(/i,),

2.1,

for both the equilibrium lamellar

while in the cylindrical geometry hj

is

calculated

PS

block copolymer layer thickness
free energies

morphology and the lowest energy

constrained cylinder morphology. In the lamellar geometry hj

layers.

lists

and free energy per unit volume. Domain geometries and

were calculated

corona

which

is

half of the long period,

the cylinder radius, including both the core and

For the l2S-hPI blend, a number of different cases were considered:

(1)

Calculation of the equilibrium lamellar geometry and free energy in the I2S-hPI blend

where the hPI concentration

in the PI lamellar

concentration in the blend. (2) Cylinders with
concentration of hPI in the PI domains
the blend. (3) Cylinders with

PS

concentration in the PI domains

is

PS

is

determined by

in the core

and PI

its

overall

in the corona.

The

determined by the overall hPI concentration in

in the core

is

domains

and PI

in the

corona in which the hPI

allowed to vary. The results reported were obtained by

minimizing the free energy with respect

hPI concentration

to the

in the cylindrical

corona. This corresponds to a situation that actually occurs in the blends, where the

formation of cylindrical end caps generates a free energy driving force to pull hPI
preferentially into the PI

domains around these end caps, thus

stabilizing the cylindrical

structures. (4) Inverted cylindrical structures with PI in the core

The concentration of hPI

in the core

domains

is

and PS

in the corona.

determined by the overall hPI

concentration in the blend. (5) Inverted cylindrical morphology with PI in the core and

PS

in the

minimize

corona in which the hPI concentration
free energy.

in the core is

allowed to vary in order to

Cases 4 and 5 were not observed experimentally, and the

calculations were done in order to understand this
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fact.

For

cases considered, the radius of the lowest
energy cylinder geometry (h,)

all

larger than the lamellar layer thickness. Thus,
if cylinder end caps
will

be an energetic driving force

clearly

show

that place

that the free

PS

in the core

energy

and PI

to enlarge them.

is

The

is

must be formed, there

calculations for the

bS-hPI blend

significantly lower for cylindrical end cap
geometries

corona (cases 2 and 3) than for the inverted

in the

structures (cases 4 and 5). This explains

why the end caps

always form with PS on the

inside and agrees with the general trend observed in studies
of miktoarm star
42
u
morphology
1

1
•

9 44 49 50
-

•

•

where multiple arms of the same type prefer

side of a curved interface in order to reduce crowding. Henceforth,

case 2 and 3 cylindrical end caps with

PS

cores.

One would

to

we

be on the convex
will only consider

expect the free energy per

chain in the best possible cylinder to be higher than the energy in the equilibrium lamellar
structure. This is the situation for blends

fixed at that determined

fraction in the blend

is

by

where the hPI concentration

the average in the blend, case

0.52,

and

this

1.

The

in the PI

overall PI

corona

is

volume

corresponds to a hPI volume fraction within the PI

domains of 0.49, or about 23 low molecular weight hPI chains per

I2S block

copolymer

molecule. Figure 2.6 shows the free energy per unit volume for both optimized cylinders

and lamella plotted against

total

PI volume fraction over a limited volume fraction range

containing both the overall blend composition (^i

energy curves (^1 = 0.53). Although the energy
that in the cylinder

=

0.53

The

is

free

morphology

at

=

0.52) and the

in the lamellar

minima of the two

morphology

is

free

lower than

every composition, the optimum cylinder energy

at (^\

actually lower than the lamellar energy at the overall composition of the blend.

energy curves rule out the possibility of an equilibrium coexistence between

lamellar and cylindrical morphologies in this blend system. However, if an additional
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constraint, the existence

of a grain boundary

cylindrically curved interface, then
stabilized

by drawing

in additional

The volume of material involved
compared
at the

to the total

it

is

hPI

in this case, forces the

formation of

clear that this cyhndrical structure will
in

be

excess of its overall concentration in the blend.

in T-junctions in the

sample volume, and thus the

sample

vanishingly small

is

slightly increased concentration

of hPI

T-junctions will have essentially no effect on the overall hPI
concentration

elsewhere in the blend.

We believe that

end caps with excess homopolymer
hPI blend. This stabilization

is

it

is this ability to stabilize

that underlies their frequent occurrence in the I2S-

not possible in the neat diblock copolymers of the

previous study,^^ thus explaining the relative rarity of T-junctions

Although lamellar and cylindrical morphologies cannot co-exist
system

at

the semi cylindrical

in these systems.

in

our IiS-hPI blend

equilibrium, grain boundaries are nonequilibrium defect structures which must

be analyzed as constrained local free energy minima. Under the constraints of grain

boundary geometry our calculations show

homopolymer, lowering

their free

homopolymer concentration
that

This

2.7,

it

is

that cylinders will pull in excess

energy below that of the lamella where the

unchanged from

its

bulk value. These calculations indicate

could be possible for cylindrical domains to cluster

is in fact

observed, as

shown

in the areas labeled

with the l2S-hPI blend materials. Although not as

B

at

a T-junction grain boundary.

in Figure 2.2 as well as in Figure

common

as T-junctions with

simple semi cylindrical end caps, grain boundaries are frequently observed in these

systems with cylinders concentrated
T-junction boundaries

since these

full

is

at the

boundary. The observation of cylinders

strong evidence for the segregation of excess

cylinders are not stable at the bulk
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at the

homopolymer

homopolymer concentration of the

sample. Preferential segregation of minor
components, such as impurities, to grain

boundaries

is

commonly observed

in other materials

such as metals. The composition

difference in the grain boundary region often leads
to the formation of a different philase
in the

boundary region, analogous

fact that

to our observation

of cylinders

at the

boundary.^'

The

such cylinder containing T-junctions were not observed
in the previous stud/'

is

a result of the fact that this study used pure block copolymers
rather than blends. Using
the constrained cylinder radius for the optimized blend (case
3) reported in Table 2.1,

we

can make a very rough calculation of the amount of lamellar spacing expansion

T-

junction. This calculation uses the geometrical

model shown

of this model, the expansion factor I1/I2 should be given
values provide the curved line in Figure 2.5. At a

geometry

tilt

in Figure 2.8 indicates that the expansion

compensated by the foreshortening

effect

onto the lamellar normal direction. At

end caps

may underlie

around 50°

tilt.

of the lamella from

0.

due

is

These

to the cylindrical caps is exactly

line

end caps nest easily into one

required. This convenient geometry

their equilibrium spacing as they

approach the

our observation of the largest number of T-junction boundaries

that the lamellar spacing actually

lower

tilt

2.8 also indicates that for

must be compressed

This energetically unfavorable situation

in this

as {/?t(C)//jt(L)} sin

the basis

angle of about 51°, the simple

this condition the

The geometry of Figure

few T-junctions

On

of the projection of the grain boundary

another, and no expansion of the lamellar spacing

for avoiding expansion

in Figure 2.8.

at the
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angles below 51°

as the end caps are approached.

may explain why we

angle range.

tilt

observed comparatively

The simple
high

tilt

calculation of Figure 2.8 clearly overestimates
both layer expansion

angles and layer compression

side at the

boundary

in Figure 2.8

in line

low

tilt

angles.

The

cylinders placed side-by-

do not conserve volume. Voids are created between

adjacent cylinders and the boundary

of expansion, more

at

line. Filling

these voids necessitates a smaller degree

with experimental observation. The T-junctions have
a

avoiding energetically costly compression of the lamellar layers

shown

in the

at

TEM micrograph of Figure 2.9, the lamella of low

at

low

tilt

tilt

angles.

tilt

boundary

is

As

angle T-junctions

often turn as they approach the boundary line, producing a local increase in

which reduces compression. This compound

way of

tilt

angle

actually a chevron beside a

T-junction.

The expansion of the

lamellar layers as they approach the cylindrical caps

at the

T-junction causes a packing problem for the lamellar layers. The accumulated expansion

of a number of adjacent lamella begins
bulk.

to

move

the layers badly out of registry with the

We believe that this observation may underlie the

junctions observed in the hS-hPl blend.
together the expansion effects of too

By

many

blocks of T-junction boundary observed

fragmented nature of most T-

fragmenting, the T-junctions avoid adding

adjacent layers. Generally, the fragmented

in this

study contained between 5 and 10

lamellar repeats. This size appears to remain nearly constant across the range of tilt

angles observed. The expansion

at the

semi-cylindrical end caps

is

much

in neat diblock T-junctions, thus allowing long T-junction boundaries.
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less

pronounced

2.6

Conclusions

The presence of homopolymer

in a blend with a

formation of enlarged, semi cylindrical end caps
stabilization,

which

is

block copolymer stabilizes the

in T-junction

tilt

grain boundaries. This

not possible in a neat block copolymer, underlies
the significant

difference in the frequency with which T-junctions are
observed in the blend and in neat

block copolymers: Over 500 T-junctions were observed

in

68

TEM

images

in the

blend

while T-junctions are very rare in neat block copolymers. The enlargement
of the semi
cylindrical

end caps

relative to the thickness of the lamellar layers that they
terminate

driven by a free energy reduction. Difficulty

in

is

packing these enlarged end caps side-by-

side along the T-junction grain boundary leads to the spreading of the lamellar
layers on

one side of the boundary. This spreading,

in turn, drives a preference for

fragmented

rather than continuous T-junctions in the blend material. Although the current study

conducted on a blend of homopolymer with an I2S miktoarm
stabilizing effect

star

of homopolymer on semi-cylindrical end caps

likely a general effect.

The

effects

block copolymer, the

in

T-junctions

is

most

of this stabilization (enlarged end caps and a high

concentration of T-junctions) should be found in blends of homopolymer and block

copolymers of other architectures such as diblocks and
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triblocks.

was

Table 2.1

Calculated domain sizes and free energies
for various cases in a T-junction
torming block copolymer-homopolymer
blend.

Table 2.1 Calculated Domain Sizes and Free
Energies
cylinder

Material

morphology"

free
h,

core

<I>PI

(A)

material''

(A)

hjiO/hjih) energy
(kT/mn^)

~~1

I

IzS/hPI blend

(A)

I

L

(case 1)

0.52 164
_

178 341

-24.824

t

1

1

l2S/hPI blend

C

(case 2)

S

0.52 307

136 444

1.30

-24.823

1

j

1

t

l2S/hPI blend

C

(case 3)

S
1

1

0.53 299

138 437

1.28

-24.864

0.52 245

213 458

1.34

-17.161

0.44 210

238 448

1.31

-20.055

..1
1

l2S/hPI blend
(case 4)

C

I

i

1

IzS/hPI blend
(case 5)

c

I

J

"

Morphology: L = lamella,

C = cylinders.* Cylinder core material:

polyisoprene.
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S = polystyrene,

I

=

Figure

2.

1

T-junction grain boundary geometry. Measurement of tilt angles, 61 and
02,

and asymmetry angles,

(pi

and 92, are shown.
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TEM micrograph of the l2S-hPI blend containing T-junction grain
boundaries: (A) regions with approximately pure T-junction geometry; (B)
regions with cylindrical domains segregated
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at the grain

boundary.

60

25

35

30

40

45

50

55

60

Tilt Angle, 9

Figure 2.3

65

labeled

by

75

80

85

90

(degrees)

grain boundaries observed and measured as a
angle. Data are grouped into 5° tilt ranges which are

Number of T-junction
function of tilt

70

the highest angle in each range.

35

90-1

^

30-

0

10

30

20

40

Tilt Angle,

Figure 2.4

Plot of asymmetry angle vs
the l2S-hPI blend.

The data

60

50

tilt

6

70

80

90

100

(degrees)

angle for

all

the T-junctions measured in

are clustered around a line representing the T-

junction geometrical condition:

36

0+

2(p

=

180°.

1.5

1.4-

Tilt Angle, 9 (degrees)

Figure 2.5

T-junction boundary expansion ratio as a function of tilt angle. The square

symbols represent averages over all the boundaries in each 5° tilt range.
The error bars represent one standard deviation. The solid curve is the
expansion factor calculated using the simple model shown in Figure 2.8.
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Overall PI

Figure 2.6

Volume Fraction

Free energy per nm'' as a function of the overall PI volume fraction in the
hS-hPI blend. Energies are plotted for both lamellar and cylindrical
geometries.
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TEM

micrograph of a T-junction

isolated in the grain boundary.
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in the l2S-hPI

blend with cyhnders

Figure 2.8

Simple geometrical model
junction.

The

for the

expansion of the layer spacing

at

semicylindrical end cap spacing at the boundary line

a Tis

approximated by packing constrained cylinders of the optimal diameter
side-by-side. The spacing of these cylinders {L\) is to be compared with
the spacing of unperturbed lamella away from the boundary line (Lj).
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Figure 2.9

TEM micrograph of a low

tilt

angle T-junction in the l2S-hPI blend in

which the lamella bend to increase the local tilt angle right before
terminating at the boundary line. This is essentially a compound tilt angle
with both T-junction and chevron components.
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CHAPTER 3

COMPOSITIONALLY INDUCED LAMELLAE-CYLINDER PHASE TRANSITION
AND GRAIN SHAPE ANALYSIS IN BLOCK COPOLYMER-HOMOPOLYMER
BLENDS

3.1

Abstract

We report the observation of a lyotropic phase transition between the lamellar and
cylindrical morphologies in a mixture of polystyrene-polyisoprene

Y-shaped single

graft

copolymer with a lower molecular weight homopolyisoprene. The nature of the
intermediate structures which form as the transition progresses has been examined via

transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) and Wigner-Seitz

cell analysis

with simple free

energy arguments. The anisotropy of the grain with cylindrical morphology within the
plane which

is

normal

to the lamellar lattice

manner

is

results.

In metallurgy, the

shape construction

is

morphology growing

Wulff construction

depends of the
This

in a

used to determine the equilibrium shape

matrix of disordered material. Here the Wulff

matrix of another ordered morphology. This analysis depends

between the cylindrical and lamellar regions which

relative orientations

is

in a

is

adapted to analyze the shape of domains of one block copolymer

interfacial energies

interface.

in a cross-sectional

investigated via simple interfacial free energy calculations and experimental

of a single crystalline domain growing

on the

and cutting the cylinders

in turn

of these two types of microdomains across the

an added complication over the traditional Wulff construction

in

which

material
the energy of a crystalline facet depends only on the orientation of the crystalline
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within the growing domain with respect to a
particular
course, disordered.

Our

we

The material outside

in a lamellar matrix.

of

In our

TEM

observed grains of cylindrical morphology as asymmetric
parallelograms as

well as symmetric hexagons. The Wulff construction analysis

with the experimental

3.2

is,

adaptation of the Wulff construction yields a
symmetric

hexagonal shape for a region of cylinders growing
results,

facet.

is

compared and discussed

results.

hitroduction

Block copolymer materials
spheres arranged on a

BCC

lattice,

that

form microphase-seperated morphologies such as

hexagonally ordered cylinders, bicontinuous double

gyroid and lamellae also exhibit interesting order-order microphase transitions. Most of
the previous studies of the microphase ordering in block copolymer systems are focused

on the kinetics and the main underlying principles of order-disorder phase
the

weak segregation

limit.

The

transitions in

thermodyamics'^'^^"^'' and kinetics^^"^^ of

thermotropically driven order-order morphological transitions have been extensively

studied, hi

most of the

theoretical work, an epitaxial

kinetics of order-order microphase transitions.^^'^'

model has been considered

On the

for the

experimental side, the epitaxial

relationship for hexagonal-to-cubic phase transition has been established in a block

copolymer

mixture.^^"^"^

Both experimentally and

theoretically, the importance

growth mechanism was only recently pointed out
transitions.^^'^^ Also, nucleation

of the nucleation and

in order-order

microphase

and growth has been known looked
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at as

a

mechanism

for the

ODT at least since Fredrickson and Binder (theory)

in the late 1980's.^'' In

addition to this theoretical work, Hashimoto^^'^^
and Balsara'^'^' groups separately have

done experimental work on grain growth

in

ODT transitions.

Basically, defects (grain

boundaries and dislocations) or thermal fluctuations are
the main driving forces

to

nucleate a stable microphase near a metastable mother
microphase in block copolymer
systems.

No

microphase
area

is

experimental work has been done on the nucleation and growth
of a second

at

defects in block copolymer systems.

Most of the experimental work

in this

focused on the evolution of a stable microphase near a metastable microphase
as a

function of annealing temperature.

The mechanism

for inducing order-to-order

morphological transformation as a function of annealing temperature can be considered
as an analog to the spinodal decomposition in polymer blends or metal alloys through

which a new

stable phase spontaneously

Hadjuk

studied a reversible thermotropic lamellar-to-cylinder transition in a diblock

et al.

copolymer

grows without any activation energy

barrier.

in the strong segregation limit."

In our previous study

72
,

we made

a statistical analysis of T-junction grain

boundaries in a blend of I2S miktoarm star block copolymer with a low molecular weight

homopolymer addressing some important

conclusions: (1) the overall PI volume fraction

increases locally at the T-junction via the segregation of the

boundary region,
observed via

(2) the segregation

homopolymer

of cylindrical domains

at the grain

to the grain

boundary

is

TEM due to the local increase of overall PI volume fraction, rendering the

cylinder free energy less than that of lamellae at the grain boundary composition.
Inspired from these conclusions, in the current paper,
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we examine

the grains of

cylindrical

morphology

hompolymer

at a

homogeneous lamellar matrix

mixture. Particularly, the

lamellar lattice

is

initial

3.3

block copolymer-

formation of cylindrical domains from

examined via Wigner-Seitz Cell explanation and the
anisotropy of

cylindrical grains within the plane normal to the lamellae
interfacial

in a

is

explained via simple

energy calculations.

Experimental

Here we concentrate on a blend of I2S miktoarm

homopolymer. The

I2S material is a three-arm star with

star

two equal length arms of

polyisoprene (PI) and one arm of polystyrene (PS) linked

The homopolymer used
copolymer used

in the blend

in this study is the

block copolymer with a

at

a

common junction point.

was low molecular weight

same

PI.

The

I2S

miktoarm

material as sample I2S-3 in Reference 42.

star

The

synthesis and molecular characterization procedures are given in this previous
publication.

The number-average molecular weights of the PS arm,

a single PI arm, and

the total molecule are 61,200; 14,800; and 83,000 g/mol, respectively.

fraction

is

0.38,

and the polydispersity

is 1.04.

The PI volume

A blend of this block copolymer with

low

molecular weight (Mn=872 g/mol) PI homopolymer was prepared by casting from a

common

solution in toluene such that the overall PI

volume

fraction

was increased

to

0.54.

The blend was slowly

cast over 7 days from 5 vol.% solution in toluene, a non-

preferential solvent, forming a solid film 2

high vacuum for 5 more days

at

mm thick. The solid film was let stand under

room temperature
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in

order to completely remove residual

solvent.

It

was then annealed

for 7

days

promote the formation of well-ordered
annealing temperature based on the
relationship for

blend

is

PS and PI

in a

vacuum oven

structures.

at

120°C

The value of xN

in order to further

is

calculated for the

known degree of polymerization and

the

x

vs.

T

reported by Mori et al'^ This calculation indicates
that the

within the strongly microphase segregated regime. After 7
days of annealing

time, the temperature

decrease to

is

ramped down

room temperature

to

in a period

80°C

in a period

of several hours. This cooling

of glass transition temperature of polystyrene may be a

homopolyisoprene segregation

to grain boundaries.

experiments showed that the solute segregation
slowly cooled specimen.

nm

rate in the region

significant factor for the

\n metal alloys, real-time

at the grain

boundaries

is

stronger in the

After the annealing procedure, samples for electron

microscopy were microtomed
approximately 50-100

of two days followed by

in a

Leica Ultracut cryoultramicrotome. Sections

thick were cut with a

Diatome diamond knife

at a

sample

temperature of -1 10°C and a knife temperature of -90°C. The sections were stained with

Os04

for

4 hours. This stain oxidizes the double bonds of the

domains dark

JEOL

100

relative to the

CX operated at

PS

100

in

kV

PI, rendering the PI

TEM micrographs. TEM imaging was performed on a
accelerating voltage.

TEM images of the samples containing nuclei

of cylindrical morphology

originating in a lamellar matrix were recorded. Enlarged photographic prints of these

images were made, and from these

prints morphological observations and geometrical

measurements of nuclei parameters were made. When the projection
perpendicular to the radius of the cylindrical domains
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(i.e.,

direction

is

projection parallel to the

cylinder long axis), the image of cylindrical domains
observed in
the spacing of the

domains

is

the true cylinder spacing.

spacing for these materials are

The

known from SAXS. The

TEM is very sharp and

true lamellar

true lamellar

and cylinder

and cylinder

spacing from

TEM imaging on OSO4 stained samples may differ by a few percent

that obtained

by

SAXS

due

to the effect

However, these differences introduce
analysis. If the lamellar

no longer

of the stain and also due to the microtome

less error than other aspects

and cylinder orientation changes such

parallel to the planes, the observed lamellar

and the contrast between
film so that

it

is

light

and dark layers

no longer perpendicular

from

will

stress.

of the geometrical

that the electron

beam

is

and cylinder spacing will change,

be reduced. Tilting the thin sample

to the electron

beam

also changes both the

spacing and contrast of the projection of the lamellar layers and cylinders. In the present
study,

at

we

either analyzed cylindrical

and lamellar

lattices

which, by chance, were already

or near the correct orientation for direct determination of geometry or

samples

3.4

in the

we

tilted the

TEM in order to achieve this geometry.

Results and Discussion

The morphology of this blend was determined
morphology both from the

SAXS

and

cylinder coexistence morphology are

micrograph proves the

to

be lamellar-cylinder coexistence

TEM data. TEM micrograph for the lamellarshown

in

Figure 3.1. This low magnification

fact that the cylinder grains are

TEM

surrounded by grains of lamellae

with differing domain spacing. The different spacing between lamellar planes clearly
identifies the grains

cylinders.

We

around cylinder grains are simply lamellae but not

stripes

of

focus on the emergence of initial cylinders from lamellae by analyzing the
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regions of actual

TEM micrographs of these particular regions. These particular TEM

micrograph regions consisting of break up of lamellae, lamellae
with one cylinder,
lamellae with two cylinders and so on are shown from
Figure 3.2 up to Figure 3.8.

These lamellar-cylinder mechanism

transitions

show

the formation of cylinder

domains

along the lamellar planes epitaxially. The free energy per block
copolymer chain

main driving

force

among

the

mechanism

transitions.

The cylinder

is

the

grains within the

plane normal to the lamellae have anisotropical shapes. These are the two issues
that are

examined throughout

The
is

effect

this chapter.

of the

free

energy per block copolymer chain on mechanism transitions

explained via Wigner-Seitz Cell explanation with simple free energy arguments. The

Wigner-Seitz

3.9.

cell for

a hexagonally packed cylindrical morphology

hi this figure, the perpendicular bisectors of the lines

define a unit Wigner-Seitz

cell.

is

shown

in Figure

between cylinder centers

Figures 3.10-3.13 show a schematic series of lamellae-

cylinder transition steps with their Wigner-Seitz cells. In the lamellar-cylinder transition

steps, the

Wigner-Seitz cells are defined in such a

way that

around the corona region of the semi-cylindrical end-cap

is

the changing environment

taken into account. Lamellar

planes often have sinusoidal undulation geometry and these undulations are often packed
in a hexagonal arrangement. Figure 3. 10. a.

excess homopolymer
to equilibrium

is

is

a brief sketch of this description. The

pulled to these undulation locations in order to bring the system

morphology. Thus, the homopolymer concentration

in these regions is

increased and thus this favors the formation of lamellae with semi-elliptical end-caps.

Figure 3.10.b.

is

the basic schematics of this

mechanism
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transition step.

Due

to chain

packing

frustration, the lamellae with semi-elliptical
end-caps transform themselves to

lamellae with semi-circle end caps gradually.
This transformation
3.10.b to Figure 3.1 l.b.
the

minimum

free

The

semi-circle end-cap which

energy geometry

in terms

between the two semi-circle end caps

two cylinders
energy

state,

At

in the system.

it

is

shown from Figure

formed during

is

of chain packing

this transition is

The spacing

frustration.

almost the same as the domain spacing between

this step,

however the system

has to go one more transformation step

is

not in

its

to reach its global

forming a cylindrical geometry. Thus, the system transforms
cap geometry to a cylindrical geometry

is

in Figure 3.12.a.

itself

minimum

free

minimum by

from a semi-circle end

Thus, the system repeats

this

geometrical transformation cycle from Figure 3.12.a to Figure 3.13 in following the same
transition steps

of Figure 3.10.b

transitions, the

Wigner-Seitz

the chain packing conditions.

to Figure 3.1 l.b.

cell

As

3.1 l.b, during the transformation

the corona brush height,

In all these lamellae-cylinder

changes with each transformation

it

step, thus influencing

should be noticed, from Figure 3.10.b to Figure

of a semi-elliptical geometry

to semi-circle

geometry,

increases whereas the core brush height, Ha decreases. Thus,

during this geometrical transformation, the corona brush height

is

changing inversely

proportional with the core brush height. Figure 3.14 shows the chain packing geometrical

parameters, ao

is

the equilibrium cylindrical

corona brush heights are related
block copolymer chain,

we

to ao as ao

morphology domain spacing. The core and

=

IQiao

+

hso)-

Here, for the free energy per

use the same free energy equation (Equation 2.1) that

is

used

for the strong segregation energy calculations of T-junction grain boundaries in Chapter

2.

The

free

energy equation parameters are defined
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in detail in

Chapter

2.

The

brush height lor each lamellae-cylinder
mechanism transition

total

from the area occupied by each Wigner-Seitz
brush height,

is

found

Figure 3.15 shows the plot of the core

cell.

versus the corona brush height, h^. There

is

an inversely proportional

relationship between the core brush height and corona
brush height, thus the core brush

height decreases with increasing corona brush height. The
free energy per block

copolymer chain

is

plotted as a function of corona brush height in Figure
3.16.

The

energy per block copolymer chain decreases with increasing corona brush
height up
the corona brush height value

morphology. This decrease

which corresponds

in the free

to the

minimum

free

free

to

energy cylinder

energy per block copolymer chain with increasing

corona brush height drives the geometrical transformation from Figure 3.10.b

to Figure

3.11.b.

The anisotropy of grains formed during
copolymers was

first

noted

in

the disorder-to-order transition of block

1995. Hashimoto and Sakamoto studied electron

micrographs of partially ordered lamellar block copolymer samples, and observed the
presence of anisotropic lamellar grains embedded

al found that the depolarized

in a disordered matrix,

light scattering patterns obtained

"

Newstein

et

during the disorder-to-

order transition of a block copolymer with cylindrical morphology exhibited fourfold

symmetry.

This was interpreted as a signature of anisotropic grains. Balsara

et al.

studied the anisotropy of lamellar block copolymer grains in a disordered matrix.^^ They
basically found out that the grains are ellipsoids of revolution, with an aspect ratio of

2.37.

phase

Wickham
in a

et al. studied the

nucleation of stable cylinders from a metastable lamellar

diblock copolymer melt.^^ Their results showed that the interfacial free energy
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is

anisotropic and

is

lower when the cyhnder axis

is

perpendicular to the interface

between cylinders and lamellae than when the cylinders
calculations

showed

that the critical droplets

4-10. Grain anisotropy

may be due to

lie

along the interface. Their

have 30-400 cylinders with aspect

kinetic effects such as anisotropic

ratios

growth

of

rates

along the liquid and crystal directions of the grain, or
thermodynamic effects such as
anisotropy of interfacial energy. In this part of the paper,

we compute

the free energy

penalty for the formation of interface between the lamellae and
cylinder phases. The
anisotropy of cylinder grains

is

investigated within the plane which

is

normal

to the

lamellar lattice and cutting the cylinders in a cross-sectional manner.

Based on

TEM micrographs, we observed the anisotropy of cylinder grains within

the plane normal to the lamellar lattice.

An example

is

shown

in Figure 3.17. In this

TEM micrograph, the cylinder grain size along the direction normal to the lamellar lattice
is

smaller than that parallel to the lamellar

that there are

them

is

lattice.

two types of interfaces between

From Figure

3.17,

one can observe

the lamellae and cylinder grains, one of

a sinusoidal wave-like interface lying parallel to the lamellae and the other

interface

is

a semi-cylindrical end cap lying normal to the lamellar

geometrical description of these interfaces

is

lattice.

The

given in Figure 3.18. The interfacial

energies are calculated from the equations that are derived from Equation 3.1.

f-f^=kH'+~kK

(3.1)

Equation 3.1 basically gives the free energy deviation per unit area of the

deformed lamellar

interface

from

its

preferred curvature. This free energy density
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formula
Here,/,

previously applied to smectic liquid crystals and
diblock lamellar

is

is

the free energy per unit area or per chain
of the

diblock interface, while

minimum

free

layers.^'-''-^"

energy Hat

H and K characterize the deviations from the Oat interface up to a

second order dependence on curvature. In other words,

Gaussian curvatures, respectively,

/ris a

H and K are the mean and

known

constant

represents the energy penalty for splay deformation

as the splay

mode

as defined

modulus since

by Frank.^" k

it

is

the

saddle-splay modulus which represents the energy penalty for a general
type of three-

dimensional curvature defined by both Frank and
the flat lamellar structure

structure,

H^O, K = 0.

is trivial,

Helfrich.*^'

The

interfacial curvature for

H = K = 0. However, for a deformed lamellar

In order to determine the value of the

mean

curvature for a

specific type of interface, the interface has to be described in the notation of Monge as

z=f(x.y)

free

cap

and use

this surface function in the Laplace- Young equation.^^

The

interfacial

energy density value for the sinusoidal wave-like interface and semi-cylindrical endis

integrated over their geometrical interface

model and then normalized by the

integrated interfacial area.

Equation 3.2a
Here,

is

is

the interfacial free-energy for the sinusoidal wave-like interface.

the length of the geometrical interface

geometrical model of Figure 3.2a.

A

I

is

the

maximum

A,

is

model along the

y-axis, in the

the wavelength of the sinusoidal undulation while

length of undulated interface along the z-axis. k

for the sinusoidal undulation.
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is

the

wave-number

(3.2/?)

Equation 3.2b

is

interface, r is the radius

model
A/IS,

interface

is

the interfacial free-energy for the semi-cyhndrical
end cap

of the semi-cyhndrical end-cap.

actual

TEM

interfacial free-energies for the sinusoidal undulation

and

respectively.

The

ratio

lattice principal directions is

of these two

4.18 which

within the plane normal to the lamellar

Here,

we

is

SAXS

experiments.

The

and semi-cylindrical end cap along

the lamellar lattice principal directions are calculated as

),

of each

calculated based on the experimental parameters taken such as
Ai=

r^J7 nm and A= 51 nm taken from

(K/nm

Interfacial free energies

2. 11x10''' (ic/nm^)

and 8.84x10""*

interfacial free energies along the lamellar

the average aspect ratio of a typical grain

lattice.

attempt to analyze the shape of grain of cylindrical morphology by using

common method

an adaptation of Wulff construction. The Wulff construction

is

analyze the shapes of precipitates

Wulff construction,

in metallurgy.

In classical

a

to

the

equilibrium shapes of droplets are constructed respective to a Cartesian coordinate

system, and the polar plots of surface free energies and the equilibrium bodies are

symmetric respective

to this coordinate system. If the phases both

around and within the

droplets have a preferential different lattice packing direction, then the interfacial energy

polar plots and the equilibrium bodies have to be analyzed as a function of relative
orientations of two different lattice principal directions. This case occurs

in

copolymer-homopolymer mixtures. For

we have employed
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stable

microphase separated block

phase nucleates and grows from a metastable phase
this reason,

when a

an adaptation of

Wulff construction

to

our system. Figure 3.19 gives the

on a nucleus of cylindrical domains coexisting with
is

defined as the principal direction of cylindrical

principal direction, [100]

direction.

The

makes an angle of

direction, [010]

principal directions.

The

is

(j)

Wu Iff Construction coordinates

the lamellar morphology. Here,
[100]

lattice

within the nucleus. The

relative to the lamellar lattice principal

taken same both for the lamellar and cylindrical

interface angle, 0

is

lattice

defined as the angle of each interface

direction respect to [100].

There are two types of interfaces bounding the nucleus, one of them
wave-like interface and the other interface
description of these interfaces

is

given

in

is

a semi-cylindrical end cap.

is

a sinusidial

The geometrical

Figure 3.18. In order to determine the

equilibrium shape, one has to need the intcrfacial energies as a function of 0. The
interfacial energies are the

grains. Thus,

we

same values

that are used to get the anisotropy

of cylinder

use the same equations (Equation 3.2a and 3.2b) to obtain these

interfacial energies.

The

interfacial free

energy

at

each angle ^ has been calculated under

the assumption that the formation energy for each interface

is

a simple

sum of formation

energies of the relative sinusidial undulation and semi-cylindrical end cap intcrfacial free-

energies.
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In

Wulff construction,

polar y-plot where they intersect

if

its

planes be drawn normal to the radius vectors of the

surface, then the envelope formed

can be reached from the origin without crossing any of these planes
similar to the equilibrium

shape.*''*

In

Wulff construcfion,

vectors of the polar y-plot where they intersect

its

if

is

by points which
geometrically

planes be drawn to the radius

surface, then the envelope formed

points which can be reached from the origin without crossing any of these planes
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is

by

geometrically similar to the equilibrium shape. The
Wulff construction imposes two

important restrictions on the equilibrium body:

first,

of the body under consideration, and secondly,

that

shows the dependence of the
this plot, there are six

interfacial free

minimum

interfacial

that

it

it

possess

must be

at least the

convex.^"*'^^

symmetry

Figure 3.20

energy as a function of interface angle. In

energy points which correspond to the six

cusps of the Wulff construction in our system. Figure 3.21 shows the interfacial
free

energy and the corresponding Wulff construction which gives a hexagonal minimum
energy Wulff shape. Experimentally,
cylindrical

we have

domains with a rhombohedral

along the cylinder

free

observed nuclei composed of 40-100

unit cell

geometry whose sides make -150°

The geometry of hexagonal Wulff shape

lattice principal directions.

compared with several experimental grains of cylindrical morphology

is

in Figure 3.22.

Here, one can construct a parallelogram from the hexagonal Wulff shape since the
interfacial energies

reason

why we

of the sides of the hexagon are equal

get parallelogram shapes of cylindrical

to those

of parallelogram. The

morphology

as well as

experimental hexagonal shapes can be due to kinetic reasons. However, Wulff
construction can only produce symmetric shapes.

In block copolymers, the

emergence of a second phase

at

a metastable phase can

occur due to the presence of thermal fluctuations coupled with composition fluctuations
or due to the effect of defects. Basically, the thermal fluctuations coupled with

composition fluctuations due
for the

to the presence

of homopolymer

homogeneous type of nucleation mechanism

homopolymer blends. The presence of defects such
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in these

is

the

main driving

force

block copolymer-

as grain boundaries and dislocations

in the

system

may cause

a heterogenous type of nucleation
mechanism.

demonstrated a useful explanation for the

initial

We have

lamellae-cylinder phase transition by

using the Wigner-Seitz cell explanation. Although
the simple Wigner-Seitz
explanation

is

in perfect

refined analysis can be

agreement with our experimental

made based on our

energy calculations and

more

sophisticated and

experimental data. The anisotropy of cylinder

grain within the plane normal to the lamellar lattice
interfacial

data, a

cell

is

discussed based on simple

TEM experimental results.

Conclusions

3.5

The Wigner-Seitz

cell

explanation with simple free energy calculations

is

used to

explain the lamellae-cylinder phase transition in a block copolymer-homopolymer
mixture.

The decrease

corona brush height

phase transition

due

to the

is

steps.

in the free

shown

to

energy per block copolymer chain with increasing

be the major driving force

for the lamellae-cylinder

Local thermal fluctuations coupled with composition fluctuations

homopolymer segregation

to local regions provides the additional driving force

for the lamellar-cylinder phase transition in this block

The anisotropy of cylinder

copolymer-homopolymer mixture.

grains within the plane normal to the lamellar lattice

investigated based on simple interfacial free energy calculations and

ratio

of the two

4.1 8

which

is

is

TEM results.

The

interfacial free energies along the lamellar lattice principal directions is

the average aspect ratio of a typical grain with cylindrical

morphology

within the plane normal to the lamellar matrix. Based on these two interfacial free energy
values, an adaptation of

Wulff construction

is

employed

to obtain the equilibrium

of grains of cylindrical morphology coexisting with the lamellar morphology.
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shape

Figure 3.1

Low magnification TEM

micrograph of the lamellae-cyhnder coexistence
morphology. Variation of the lamellar domain spacing is a proof for the
lamellar domains not to be cylinder stripes.
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Figure 3.2

The

initial

lamellae-cylinder phase transition step.

The

lamellar regions

with semi-cylindrical end cap breaks. The lamellar spacing
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is

33 nm.

Figure 3.3

showing the lamellar regions
with one cylindrical domains. The lamellar spacing is 33 nm.

The lamellae-cylinder phase

transition step
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Figure 3.4

showing the lamellar regions
with two cylindrical domains. The lamellar spacing is 33 nm.

The lamellae-cylinder phase

transition step
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Figure 3.5

The lamellae-cylinder phase

transition step

showing

with three cylindrical domains. The lamellar spacing
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the lamellar regions
is

33 nm.

Figure 3.6

The lamellae-cylinder phase

transition step

showing

with four cylindrical domains. The lamellar spacing
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the lamellar regions
is

33 nm.

Figure 3.7

The lamellae-cylinder phase
with

five, six

transition step

showing the lamellar regions

and seven cylindrical domains. The lamellar spacing

nm.
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is

33

Figure 3.8

The

lamcllac-cyliiulcr pliasc Iraiisilion step

showing

Ihc lamcUar regions

with muMiple eyhndrieal domains. The hiniellar spacing
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is

33 nni.

Figure 3.9

The geometrical

description for the Wigner-Seitz cell of hexagonally

packed cylindrical domains.
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Figure 3.10

The schematical description of the lamellar domains with sinusoidal
undulations, (b) The Wigner-Seitz Cell description of the lamellar
domains with semicylindrical end-cap breaks
(a)
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Figure 3.11

(a)

The Wigner-Seitz

Cell description of the lamellar domains with

semicylindrical end-cap breaks, (b)

The Wigner-Seitz

Cell description of

the lamellar domains with semicylindrical end-cap breaks
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(a)

The Wigner-Seitz

Cell description of the lamellar domains with

semicylindrical end-cap and one cylindirical domain, (b) The WignerSeitz Cell description of the lamellar domains with semicylindrical end-

cap and one cylindrical domain.
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Figure 3.13

The Wigner-Seitz

Cell description of the lamellar domains with

semicylindrical end-cap and one cylindrical domain.
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ao=2(h30+hbo) Ko' core brush
height
hbo:

corona brush
height

Figure 3.14

The

description of the chain packing geometry.

cylindrical

heights

is

domain spacing,

total

shown.

70

The

relationship

among

brush height, core and corona brush

190

65

70

75

h

iMgurc 3.15

1'hc graph thai

80
,

85

90

95

100

Corona Brush Height, A

shows

the rclalioiiship bclwccii Ihc core and corona brush

heights throughout the laniellar-cyhnder phase transition steps.

71

h

Figure 3.16

The graph

that

,

Corona Brush

shows

copolymer chain

Height,

the relationship

A

between the

free

energy per block

as a function of the corona brush height throughout the

lamellar-cylinder phase transition steps.
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Figure

3.

17

The geomclrical
plane which

is

description of the anisotropy of cylinder grains along the

normal

to the lamellae

crossseclionally.
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and cutting the cylinders

(a)

Figure 3.18

(a)

(b)

The geometrical
The geometrical

description of the sinusoidal undulation interface.
description of the semi-cylindrical end cap interface.
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Figure 3.19

The geometrical

description of the

Wulff construction showing two

different principal directions in lamellae-cylinder coexistence

morphology.
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gure 3.20

The

interfacial free

energy dependence on the interface angle.
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400

Figure 3.21

The

interfacial free

energy and the corresponding Wulff construction.
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Figure 3.22

Comparison of the hexagonal Wulff shape with the experimentally
observed regions of cylindrical morphology.
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CHAPTER 4

NUCLEATION OF A SECOND PHASE AT GRAIN
BOUNDARIES
COPOLYMER-HOMOPOLYMER BLENDS

4.1

IN

Abstract

Nucleation of cylindrical morphology

at

boundaries

is

observed

copolymer

in

which two arms of polyisoprene

linked at a

common junction

PI volume fraction)

at

in

chevron,

omega and

blends of homopolyisoprene and
(PI)

point. In our previous

hS

formed

abundance. At

in

and one arm of polystyrene (PS) are

work we found

this

boundary. In the current study,
fraction) in

we

which the PI volume

a composition (0.52

are normally rare

at the

of cylindrical domains

to

T-junction grain

observe the composition (0.54 PI overall volume

fraction

is

increased slightly resulting in the nucleation

and growth of regions of cylindrical morphology coexisting with the lamellar
birth

due

composition a single row of

microdomains was sometimes observed segregating

cylindrical

T-junction grain

single graft block

which T-junction grain boundaries, which

their high energies, are

The

BLOCK

at the

lamellar

tilt

grain boundaries

is

structure.

a non-coherent

heterogeneous nucleation and growth process. The nucleus of cylindrical morphology
coexisting with the lamellar morphology

geometry,

in

2-dimensions. There

is

is in

the shape of an asymmetric lens-like

a sharp interfacial plane between the lamellar and

cylindrical domains, the nucleus containing the

bounded by

this interfacial plane.

a transition from the high

tilt

At a

critical

PS

chevron

chevron nucleation
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cylindrical

tilt

domains

in a PI

matrix

grain boundary angle, there

to a low-tilt angle

is

is

chevron nucleation.

This basically provides a proof for the formation
and growth of cylindrical domains along
the orientation of lamellar layers.

is

observed via

The mechanism of emergence of the

cylindrical phase

TEM to be the nucleation of regions of cylindrical order at lamellar grain

boundaries such as chevron, omega and T-junction.

4.2

Introduction

Block copolymer materials
spheres arranged on a

BCC

lattice,

that

form microphase-seperated morphologies such as

hexagonally ordered cylinders, bicontinuous double

gyroid and lamellae also exhibit interesting order-order microphase
transitions. Most of
the previous studies of the microphase ordering in block copolymer systems
are focused

on the
the

kinetics

weak

and the main underlying principles of order-disorder phase

transitions in

segregation limit. The general behaviour and kinetics of order-order microphase

transitions

have

started to

be examined only recently using the method of thermotropic

morphological transition.

In

most of the

theoretical work, an epitaxial

considered for the kinetics of order-order microphase transitions,^^
side, the epitaxial relationship for hexagonal-to-cubic

model has been

On the

experimental

phase transition has been

estabhshed in a block copolymer mixture.

Nucleation

is

apparently different

a

first

order phase transition in which

phenomena

it

is

involved in such

as condensation in solids, crystal growth, formation of

microtubules, cloud formation, volcano eruption, formation of black holes and various

cosmological phase transitions.^^ Both experimentally and theoretically, the importance

of the nucleation and growth mechanism was only recently pointed out
microphase

transitions.^^ Basically, defects (grain boundaries
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in order-order

and dislocations) or thermal

fluctuations are the

main driving

mother microphase

in

forces to nucleate a stable
microphase near a metastable

block copolymer systems.

No

experimental work has been done

on the nucleation and growth of a second microphase
systems.

Most of the experimental work

at

defects in block copolymer

in this area is focused

on the evolution of a

stable microphase near a metastable microphase
as a function of annealing temperature.''

The mechanism

for inducing order-to-order morphological
transformation as a function

of annealing temperature can be considered as an analog

polymer blends or metal alloys through which a new
without any activation energy barrier. Hadjuk

to the spinodal

decomposition

stable phase spontaneously

et al. studied

in

grows

a reversible thermotropic

lamellar-to-cylinder transition in a diblock copolymer in the strong segregation
limit.^^

The nucleation and growth of a second phase
second component

at grain

via the segregation or precipitation of a

boundaries, stacking faults and dislocations

both experimentally and theoretically in metal

alloys."^^

However,

is

well examined

this effect

has not been

investigated previously in block copolymer/homopolymer blends. Only recently, the
kinetic

pathways and mechanisms of order-to-order

materials have

become an important

transitions in block

copolymer

topic to study in terms of possible applications of

these fascinating materials in the newborn field of nanotechnology. Understanding this

fundamental concept can be also potentially important in terms of the effect of grain
boundaries on the physical properties of materials such as mechanical, transport and
electrical properties.

In lamellar block copolymer systems,

tih grain boundaries, identifying

Gido and

Thomas'*^'^^''" classified twist

two main types of twist boundaries
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and

(helicoids sections

and Scherk surfaces) as well as

omega and

different

T-junction. In our previous

tilt

grain boundary morphologies:
chevron,

stud/^ we made

a statistical analysis of T-

junction grain boundaries in a blend of I^S
miktoarm star block copolymer with a low

molecular weight homopolymer addressing
some important conclusions:
PI volume fraction increases locally

homopolymer

to the grain

grain boundary

is

at

the T-junction via the segregation
of the

boundary, (2) the segregation of cylindrical
domains

observed via

TEM due to the local

fraction, rendering the cylinder free

energy

increase of overall PI

less than that

boundary composition. These two conclusions are not
boundaries, and they can be generalized to other

and omegas

in

tilt

of lamellae

at

omega and

In this study,

we examine

volume

the grain

specific to T-junction grain

grain boundaries such as chevrons

T-junction

we

the nucleation and growth of cylindrical

tilt

is

a three-arm star with two equal length arms of

in the

blend

is

at a

common junction

morphology

originates at chevron,

boundaries. Basically, these particular

morphology with

point.

a low molecular weight PI. This particular blend

produced a lamellar morphology coexisting with a cylindrical morphology
grains of cylindrical

at

concentrate on a blend of I2S miktoarm star block copolymer

polyisoprene (PI) and one arm of polystyrene (PS) linked

The homopolymer used

morphology

grain boundaries.

with a homopolymer. The I2S material

cylindrical

at the

block copolymer-homopolymer blends. Inspired from these
conclusions,

in the current paper,

chevron,

(1) the overall

tilt

omega and

in

which

T-junction grain

grain boundaries are transformed into grains of

characteristic non-coherent grain

boundary interfaces

separating the grains of cylindrical morphology from the grains of lamellar morphology.
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During a homogenous nucleation of a
second phase
spherical geometry.

grain boundaries

is

On

the other hand, the nucleus which

assumed

figures, this lens-like

in a matrix, the typical
nucleus is a

heterogenously nucleated

is

as a symmetrical lens in
polygrained metals.«« hi

geometry

is

assumed

as in the shape

all

at

the

of an asymmetrical lens

in

order to ease the geometrical parameters and
the further calculations based on
this typical
shape. However, in actual
distorted

by

TEM micrographs, the shape of a typical nucleus is often

the effect of the lamellar orientations around the
grain of cylindrical

morphology.

The

basic schematic geometries for the nucleation and growth
of cylindrical

morphology

at T-junction,

4.3, respectively.

at

chevron grain boundaries are shown

Figure 4.1

is

in Figures 4.1, 4.2

a schematic description for the typical nucleus originated

a T-junction grain boundary. Here, an asymmetrical lens

nucleus by the intersection of two circles with different

is

radii.

defined for a typical

The

radii, r

curvatures of the surfaces bounding the cylindrical morphology in which
radius of the bigger circle.

0

defined in ref

also equal to the dihedral angle of the nucleus.

1.

Here,

6'is

is

the

tilt

are equal, then the nucleus

is

R

R

the longer

is

are the

in

The longer and

AD and BC, respectively. The lengths of

the longer and shorter diagonals are a and b, respectively.

a and

and

angle for the T-junction grain boundary which are

shorter diagonals of the nucleus are defined as

angle into two angles such as

and

which a

a symmetrical lens.

is

The long

axis,

the larger angle. If

The

angle,

a is

a divides the

6]

a and J3 angles

also equal to the

deviation angle of the nucleus long diagonal from the grain boundary plane. The traces,

ABD and ACD are the interfacial planes between the lamellar and cylindrical
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morphology.

and

It is

important to point out that up to some
curvature of the nucleus,

ACD traces are lying along the same lines with the T-junction

and the lamellar plane terminating
4.2

shows

at the

The

grain boundary plane

T-junction grain boundary, respectively.
Figure

the schematic nucleation and growth

grain boundary

ABD

mechanism

dihedral angle of the nucleus

chevron grain boundary plane makes an angle,

(j)

is

the

at

a high tilt-angle chevron

sum of angles, a and p. The

with the long diagonal axis,

AD of the

nucleus. In other words, the grain boundary plane
divides the dihedral angle of the
nucleus. If (t)=0°, then the nucleation

chevron nucleation. For a high

tilt

is

defined as purely symmetric high tilt-angle

angle chevron nucleation, the

following requirement;
0°<(t)<45°. The terms;
In Figure 4.3, the nucleation and growth

boundary

is

r,

R,

low

at a

shown. The chevron grain boundary plane

is

tilt-angle

making

(|)

tilt-angle

chevron nucleation. For a low

tilt

tilt

same

as those in the high

tilt

some

6

point out that at

from low

tilt

critical

tilt

is

main and only

It is

very interesting to

angle, the nucleation and growth geometry changes

angle chevron nucleation geometry to high

Actually, this

the

angle chevron nucleation geometry

chevron nucleation geometry.

tilt

is

angle chevron nucleation geometry. All other

geometrical parameters that are shown in the low
are

defined as purely

is

angle chevron nucleation, the

angle must satisfy the following requirement; 90°<(j)<135°. This

difference between the high and low

chevron grain

a ^ angle with the

longer diagonal axis of the nucleus. If ^=90°, then the nucleadon

symmetric low

angle must satisfy the

ACD are defined in Figure 4.1.

ABD.

mechanism

(j)

tilt

angle chevron geometry.

a proof for the formation and growth of the cylindrical domains along the

lamellar layer direction.

boundary are same

The nucleation geometrical parameters of the omega

as those defined in the high
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tilt

tilt

grain

chevron nucleation geometry. The

nucleus

is

a grain of cylindrical

morphology

in

which cylindrical don.ains

hexagonally packed, but sometimes the
packing becomes irregular due

are n.ostly

to the local

orientation fluctuations of domains both in
the nucleus interior and in the
lamellar grains.

The asymmetrical

lens shape

of the nucleus

in

Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 can only be

defined for the nuclei which are originated from
one grain boundary. The presence of a

second or multiple grain boundary usually complicates
the shape of the nucleus.
the shape of the nucleus

since this

is

the

is

closely related to the lamellar orientation in
the lamellar grains

main driving force

lamellar block copolymers.

nucleus shape and size

In brief,

It

for the formation

of grain boundaries, kink bands

in

will be interesting to see that the lamellar orientation,
the

in these

block copolymer-homopolymer blends can be controlled

and investigated via external shear

field experiments.'

growth of these cylindrical domains

at grain

'

Although the nucleation and

boundaries

is

block copolymer-homopolymer blends, the same trend has

obsei-ved in these hS-hPI

to

be observed

in

various

blends of the homopolymer with other types of block copolymers such as linear diblocks,
triblocks, etc.

The main driving

two-component blends
grain boundaries.

effect

is

force for the nucleation and growth

the local

volume

fraction

The type of architecture used

mechanism

in these

change of the PI or PS domain

for the block

copolymer

on the occurrence of these cylindrical morphology coexisting with

will not

at

the

have an

the lamellar

morphology.

The formation of cylindrical domains

at tilt

grain boundaries

is

a noncoherent

nucleation in which the structures of the microphascs belong to nucleus and the matrix
arc so different and the interface has a structure similar to the structure of a high angle
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grain boundary. Grain boundaries are
most effective in increasing the rate of
nucleation

and decreasing the activation energy of nucleation

for a

new phase forming

a

noncoherent grain boundary interface between the
matrix and the nucleus.^'

4.3

Experimental

The

I2S

I2S-3 in ref 42.

publication.

miktoarm

The

star

copolymer used

in this study is the

same

material as sample

synthesis and molecular characterization are given in
this previous

The number-average molecular weights of the PS arm,

a single PI arm, and

the total molecule are 61 200, 14 800, and 83 000 g/mol, respectively.
fraction is 0.38, and the polydispersity

The PI volume

A blend of this block copolymer with low

is 1.04.

molecular weight (Mn=872 g/mol) PI homopolymer was prepared by casting from
a

common
0.54.

solution in toluene such that the overall PI

The blend was slowly

cast over 7 days

preferential solvent, forming a solid film 2

high vacuum for 5 more days
solvent.

It

was then annealed

at

armealing temperature based on the

relationship for

blend

is

PS and

PI reported

was increased
in toluene, a

to

non-

mm thick. The solid film was let stand under
in order to completely

days in a vacuum oven

promote the formation of well-ordered

fraction

from 5 vol.% solution

room temperature

for 7

volume

structures.

at

120°C

The value of xN

et al.^^

residual

in order to further

is

calculated for the

known degree of polymerization and
by Mori

remove

the

x

vs.

T

This calculation indicates that the

within the strongly microphase segregated regime. After 7 days of annealing

time, the temperature

is

ramped down

to

80°C

in a period

of two days followed by

decrease to room temperature in a period of several hours. This cooling rate

of glass transition temperature of polystyrene

homopolyisoprene segregation

is

in the region

believed to have an effect on the

to grain boundaries. In metal alloys, real-time experiments
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showed

thai the solute segregalion at
the grain boundaries

specimen;^ After the anneahng procedure,
samples

microtomed
thick

in a

for electron

microscopy were

Leica Ultracut cryoultramicrotome.
Sections approximately 50-100

were cut with a Diatome diamond knife

knife temperature of -90°C.
the double

stronger in the slowly eoolcc!

is

bonds of the

Pi,

The

a sample temperature of -1
10°C and a

sections were stained

rendering

TEiM imaging was performed on

at

a

it

wUh OSO4

dark relative to the PS

JEOL

100

nm

CX

operated

at

in

for

4

TEM
kV

100

which oxidizes

h,

micrographs.

accelerating

voltage.

TEM
originating

images of the samples containing nuclei of cylindrical morphology

at

omega and

the chevron,

T-junction grain boundaries were recorded.

Enlarged photographic prints of these images were made, and from these prints

morphological observations and geometrical measurements of nuclei parameters were

made. The true boundary angles and nuclei parameters can only be
from the

TEM

image

if

the electron

beam

projection direction

is

directly

simultaneously

perpendicular to the lamellar normals on both sides of the boundary.
direction

is

perpendicular to the normals of a set of lamellae

the lamellar planes), the banded image observed in

the banding

is

the true lamellar spacing.

observation of cylindrical morphology.
the radius of the cylindrical domains

the

banded image observed

true cylinder spacing.

The

in

IVM

is

(i.e.,

When

When

the projection

projection parallel to

very sharp and the spacing of

The same discussion can be

(i.e.,

is

TEM

measured

also

the projection direction

is

made

for the

perpendicular to

projection parallel to the cylinder long axis),

very sharp and the spacing of the banding

is

true lamellar and cylinder spacing for these materials are
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the

known from SAXS. The
stained samples

effect

of the

true lamellar

and cylinder spacing from

may differ by a few percent

stain.

TEM imaging on OsO^

from that obtained by

However, these differences introduce

SAXS

due

to the

less error than other aspects

of

the geometrical analysis. If the lamellar and
cylinder orientation changes such that the

electron

beam

is

no longer

parallel to the planes, the observed
lamellar

and cylinder

spacing will change, and the contrast between light
and dark layers will be reduced.
Tilting the thin sample film so that

it

is

no longer perpendicular

beam

to the electron

also

changes both the spacing and contrast of the projection of the
lamellar layers and
cylinders. In the present study,

at

we

either analyzed nuclei which,

by chance, were already

or near the correct orientation for direct determination of tilt
geometry or

samples in the

4.4

we

tilted the

TEM in order to achieve this geometry.

Results

In 50

TEM real space micrographs, the main underlying features and principles

for the nucleation

and growth of cylindrical morphology

at tilt

lamellar grain boundaries

are analyzed for this particular l2S-homopolyisoprene (hPI) blend with a 0.54 overall PI

volume

fraction.

The morphology of this blend was determined

coexistence morphology both from the
characteristic nucleation

SAXS

and

be lamellar-cylinder

TEM data.^"* TEM images

and growth of cylindrical morphology

boundary such as T-junction,

to

high-tilt angle chevron,

are given in Figure 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, respectively.

at

omega and

Some

each

tilt

for the

lamellar grain

low-tilt angle

chevron

general features and

observations about these grains of cylindrical morphology in equilibrium with the grains

of lamellar morphology can be summarized on the basis of TEM micrographs.
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1)

The

birth

of cylindrical domains as an asymmetrical
lens-shaped nucleus

grain boundaries

cylindrical

3) There

is

is

domains

m a PI matrix nucleate and grow at the lamellar

tilt

PS

grain boundaries.

a sharp interfacial plane between the
lamellar and cylindrical domains, the

interfacial plane. 4)

tilt

tilt

a non-coherent heterogeneous
nucleation and growth process.
2)

nucleus containing the PS cylindrical domains
in a PI matrix

high

at the lamellar

At

a critical

chevron nucleation

tilt

is

grain boundary angle, there

to a low-tilt angle

bounded by
is

a transition from the

chevron nucleation. This

is

a proof for the

formation and growth of cylindrical domains along the
direction of lamellar

The growth of the

cylindrical

domains stops

at

this

layers. 5)

a certain point in order to satisfy the

chemical equilibrium relationship between the lamellar and cylindrical
morphology. 6)
there are

more than one

cylindrical

If

grain boundary residing very close to each other, the different

domains originated from these multiple grain boundaries often complicate the

shape of the nucleus which

is

bom

at

one of these grain boundaries.

asymmetrical lens-shaped nucleus only forms

at a

7)

region where there

Uncomplicated

is

only one grain

boundary.

Measuring the nuclei geometrical parameters and

fitting these

experimental

values to an equation of asymmetrical lens-like geometrical condition prove the

geometrical requirement of a nucleus as an asymmetrical-lens shaped region in 2D. The

components of the dihedral angle, a and

/?

and the

radii,

R and r of curvatures bounding

the asymmetrical lens-shaped nucleus are measured based on a

4.1.

These experimental values are

fitted to

method shown

in

a simple trigonometric equation that

Figure

is

derived from the asymmetrical lens geometry. Figure 4.8 shows a plot of R/r vs sina/sin/3
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for all the nuclei

measured

boundary are inserted

in this study.

to this plot.

boundaries are not included in

The

Nuclei which are

nuclei

all

originated from one grain

which are originated from multiple grain

this data since the

shape of these types of nuclei often

appear to be complex and they do not represent the
characteristics for a typical nucleus.

The experimental data points

are clustered around a line representing
the condition

R/r =sin a/sin p, which characterizes the asymmetrical
lens geometry. This confirmation
that the nuclei parameters in our data set

conform

to the geometrical condition

nucleus validates the methods used to measure nuclei parameters
from

Figure 4.9

is

of typical

TEM images.

a plot of the asymmetrical lens diagonal ratio factor A/^vs the

tilt

angle of the chevron grain boundary for the chevron grain boundary nucleation. In the
high-tilt angle

the grain

length,

chevron nucleation, A refers

boundary plane. Also,

BC which makes

to the length,

in the low-tilt angle

AD which makes a

<zJ

angle with

chevron nucleation, I refers

to the

a ^z^PO "angle with the grain boundary plane, prefers to the

distance between the nucleus end points which

is

perpendicular to

chevron nucleation case. The experimental data below about

X

defined in each

0.5 diagonal ratio factor

represents the low-tilt angle chevron grain boundary nucleation. Between the diagonal

ratio factors, 0.5

and

2,

no experimental data

between 0.5 and 2 correspond
shaped nucleus

is

is

observed.

The diagonal

to a spherical, or ellipsoid -like

the requirement for the

homogeneous

ratio factor values

shaped nucleus. Spherical-

nucleation.

The lack of

experimental data in this region clearly satisfies the geometrical condifion requirement
for an asymmetrical lens-shaped nucleus at the lamellar

tilt

grain boundaries.

Above

the

diagonal ratio factor of 2, the experimental data represents the high-tilt angle chevron
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grain boundary nuclcation and this region

is

in a

very good agreement with the

asymmetrical lens-shaped nucleus geometrical
condition requirement.
experimental data

is

found

nucleation. This result

than

at the low-tilt

critical

tilt

angle

be

in the region

to prefer to

of high-tilt angle chevron grain boundary

be

at the high-tilt

chevron grain boundary rather

angle chevron grain boundary. Figure 4.9 clearly
shows that the
the 60°-80° range in

is in

chevron grain boundary nuclcation
nuclcation.

of the

a clear proof for the fact that the
nuclcation and growth of

is

domains tend

cylindrical

to

90%

However,

this region

which

a transition exists

to a high-tilt angle

from a

low-tilt angle

chevron grain boundary

of tilt angles correspond

to a nucleation

and growth of

spherically or ellipsoid-like nucleus. Figure 4.10 shows the histogram of a

number of

grains observed and measured as a function of tilt angle of a grain boundary such
as

chevron,

omega and

together in 20°

tilt

T-junction from where they are originated. The grains are grouped

angle ranges that are identified by the high angle in the range. For

instance, the grains with

tilt

angles greater than 40° up to and including 60° are included

The concentration of grains appears

in the

grouping reported

at

in the

120° grouping

range. In the 20°

observed since

tilt

60°.

in this region the grain

tilt

morphology and

straighten itself as the

angle approaches to

4.5

tilt

have

a

maximum

angle grouping, no experimental data

boundary lamellar planes

interfaces of the lamellar

to

is

acts like the flat

the arc of the grain boundary tends to

0°tilt angle.

Discussion
Clearly, in neat block copolymers, the formation of the

as chevron,

omega and

T-junction

is

tilt

grain boundaries such

an energetically unfavorable process due
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to their

higher free energies compared to that
of matrix morphology.^" Most of
these grain
boundaries, especially, T-junctions which
have the highest free-energy get

rearrangements during the bulk film annealing
process7^ However,

homopolymer
different. In

in

we

due

to

block copolymer-

blends, the energy considerations for
these grain boundaries

our previous stud/^

lost

is

quite

found the stabilization and an abundance
of T-

junction grain boundary morphology with
characteristic semi-cylindrical end caps
in an

l2S+hPI blend with a 0.52 overall PI volume fraction
even on extensive thermal
annealing. These block copolymer systems are
two-component mixtures in which the

minor component, homopolymer

acts like a solute material similar to

materials as in two-component metal alloys.

One

and these block copolymer-homopolymer blends

big difference between the metal alloys
is that

the block

microphase seperated systems. The homopolymer only segregates
type.

The segregation of the homopolymer

composition change

homopolymer,

the

homopolymer

these grain boundary

at

sites.

copolymer systems are
to the

domain of its

boundary region induces a

However, unlike

in

local

metal alloys, the

from the formation of a second phase.

contributes to the formation of a microphase-separated second phase

domain volume

fraction of

its

own

type at these grain boundaries.

The

also causes a decrease in the grain boundary free energy since the free

energy of the newborn second microphase

microphase

to the grain

itself is not directly responsible

The homopolymer
by increasing

at

minor component

is

lower than

that

of the metastable mother

the local grain boundary composition. Via this process, the

homopolymer

material acts like an indirect agent leading to form an order-order microphase transition

at the

lamellar

tilt

grain boundaries. However, in order to lead an order-order microphase

transition at these lamellar

tilt

grain boundaries, a block
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copolymer-homopolymer blend

has to satisfy the following specific
requirements.

1)

The composition of the blend has

be prepared within the metastable region
of the lamellar-cylinder

free

The molecular weight of the homopolymer has

to distribute

homogeneously within

the

to

be low enough

microdomain of its own

constraint of the degree of polymerization of the

to

energy curves. 2)
it

type. In other words, the ratio

homopolymer respect

to that

of the

chemically same type of polymer chain in the block
copolymer has to be lower or

comparable

in order to achieve evenly distribution of
the

domain of its own type

in the

homopolymer within

block copolymer.^^'^'* The blend used in

this

the

same

study which

has a 0.54 overall PI volume fraction satisfies both of
these requirements.

The driving

force for the

homopolymer equilibrium

boundaries can be summarized in two possible factors;

reduce

its

material

sites

,

Grain boundary wants to

unfavorable high free energy by pulling an excess amount of homopolymer

compared

to that in the matrix. 2)

At grain boundaries which

are distorted lattice

composition of a microphase separated domain can vary from place

polymer chains can have more room around them.
possible to these

its

1)

segregation to grain

own type

Gorsky,

empty regions via

at the grain

who used

it

to place,

some

A large composition buildup is

the segregation of the

homopolymer

boundary. This possible description was

first

to the

domains of

suggested by

to explain the elasfic after-effect.^^

Here, the homopolymer equilibrium segregation to

and the nucleation of the cylindrical domains

at

tilt

lamellar grain boundaries

these distorted lamellar sites will be

explained using geometrical arguments as well as some simple free energy calculations.
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Although the models used
into the relevant physics

graft block

to carry out these calculations
are rough, they provide insight

and they predict the correct

trends. In this particular I^S single

copolymer-hPI blend system, the lamellar-cylinder
coexistence morphology

region corresponds to the 0.52-0.54 overall PI
volume fraction range. In the region of this

volume

fraction range, the lamellar interfaces of
the grain boundaries present in the

lamellar matrix will be forced to form cylindrical
curvatures by pulling excess hPI around
the lamellar grain boundary interface due to the highly
unfavorable grain boundary free

energy.

that

The

boundary overall PI volume

local grain

of mother matrix due

volume

to the segregation

fraction

becomes

larger

compared

to

of homopolymer and the mother matrix PI

fraction remains approximately constant since the grain

boundary region

is

a very

small volume compared to that of matrix. This particular case can be
identified as the
stabilization

of the T-junction grain boundary morphology with the formation of

characteristic semi-cylindrical

volume
the

end caps

fraction in our previous study.^^

same blend system, when

population

at the grain

cylindrical

domains

in

an l2S+hPI blend with an overall 0.52 PI

At

the 0.53 or 0.54 PI overall

volume

fraction

of

the cylindrical domains form and begin to increase their

boundary, the grain boundary structure will be disrupted and the

will

grow up

in a certain area in

which

it

is

enclosed by an

asymmetrical lens-like nucleus. The overall PI volume fraction in the nucleus would
increase up to a certain extent such as

fraction

the

of the blend as

•

Let's

^q. In this case, the

volume of the nearby lamellar

matrix.

assume the

initial overall

volume of this nucleus can be comparable

And

the overall PI

volume

nearby lamellar matrix around the nucleus cannot remain constant,
decrease to

(|)a

in

which

it

PI volume

will satisfy the chemical equilibrium
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it

fraction of the

will certainly

between the newly

to

formed cylindncal morphology of the
nucleus and the lamellar moiphology
of the mother
phase. Although the composition of the
nearby lamellar matrix will change,
but the
overall composition of the lamellar
mother phase
will

remain constant

would

at

(j,o.

diffuse into the phase with

young asymmetrical-lens
is

The hPI

met during

like nucleus is fed

up

until the

The PI volume

However, the

it is

is

away from

the nucleus

chemical equilibrium condition

fraction both within the nucleus and

interfacial planes,

and

at

respectively during

ABD and ACD between the

grains and the cylindrical domains of the nucleus will

above discussion

further

via the characteristic downhill
diffusion. Thus the

within the lamellar matrix around the nucleus remains
the growth process.

is

material within the mother lamellar
phase with

<\>^

the growth process.

which

move

as the

lamellar

growth continues. The

the basic description of the nucleation and growth process''^
in which

adapted to the micro-phase separated systems of block copolymer-homopolymer

blends. This particular case corresponds to the blend system in this study in which
initial overall

cylindrical

PI volume fraction

morphology

is

0.54.

The domain

in the nucleus, the

sizes

and

free energies

of the

nearby lamellar interfaces around the nucleus

and the overall lamellar matrix morphology can be easily calculated using the Eq.l
previous study.

for the specific
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calculated

is

our

system parameters for the mean-field free-energy calculations was given

PS brush

The

results

of these calculations are given

height (As), calculated PI brush height

copolymer layer thickness {hj=
geometry hj

in

A detailed description of the equation parameters and the same values

in this particular reference.

lists

its

in

(^i), total

Table

4.1,

which

block

hs+h\), and free energy per unit volume. In the lamellar

half of the long period, while in the cylindrical geometry hj

radius, including both the core and corona layers. For this l2S-hPI blend, a
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is

the cylinder

number of

different cases

were considered: (1,2) Calculation of the
equilibrium cylinder and

lamellar geometry and their free energy in
the nucleus where the hPI
concentration in the

PI lamellar domains

determined by

is

its

concentration

at

the condition of minimum

cylinder free energy under the constraint of
chemical potential equilibrium, corresponds
to the concentration,

in the description

of nucleation and growth mechanism.

(3, 4)

Calculation of the equilibrium cylinder and lamellar
geometry and their free energy in the
region nearby the nucleus where the hPI concentration in
the PI lamellar domains

determined by

its

concentration under the constraint of chemical potential
equilibrium,

corresponds to the concentration,

mechanism.

in the

in the PI lamellar

(|)a

in the description

of nucleation and growth

Calculation of the equilibrium cylinder and lamellar geometry and

(5, 6)

energy

their free

region further

domains

is

away from

determined by

its

chemical potential equilibrium, corresponds

the nucleus

where the hPI concentration

concentration under the constraint of

to the concentration,

in the description

nucleation and growth mechanism. The calculation results obtained from cases
clearly

show

morphology

that the cylindrical

at

value of 0.56

the

is

morphology

is

favored

the lowest

lamellae

that the

at the

(j)?]

among

those in

(t)i>i

overall

The

free

1

and 2

at

the

(j)pi

minimum

energy values of cases 3 and

the nucleus

is

preferred to be

value of 0.52. Cases 5 and 6 also confirm that the lamellar morphology

morphology

in the region further

away from

the nucleus at

value of 0.54. This result for the lamellar-cylinder coexistence morphology

volume

of

expense of lamellar

cases and thus corresponds to the

all

morphology of the region nearby

coexists with the cylindrical

the

at the

value of 0.56 in the nucleus. The cylinder free energy

cylinder free energy for this hS-hPI blend system.

4 confirm

is

fraction of the blend

is

in a

at the

very good agreement with the experimental
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data obtained from previous

SAXS

and

TEM

morphological characterization of these

l2S+hPI blend series/^ The lamellar free
energy of case 5 corresponds

minimum

free

morphology

energy for

at the

this

hS-hPI blend system. Based on these

region further

away from

the nucleus (ct>pr0.54)

than that of the region nearby the nucleus
(^,,-0.52). Figure 4.1

to the lamellar

results, the lamellar

is

much more

shows

1

cylinder free energy curves for this blend system
with the free energy in

volume

as the y-variable and the overall PI

to Figure 4.1

1,

up

wants

to

form the

series

of the lamellae

is

flat interfaces

morphology becomes

energetically

morphology. Assuming

excess hPI material.

By

domains becomes more

this

way,

the grain boundary, they want to

energy

volume

to the

minimum

more favorable

free

energy

After the intersection of

However,

at the

volume
its

expense of lamellar
fraction

is

0.54, if a grain

unfavorable free energy by pulling

boundary, the formation of cylindrical

at the grain

favorable.

According

value of 0.54, the formation of cylindrical

wants to reduce

it

units per unit

morphology region, the blend

in this region.

that the initial PI overall

in the system,

kT

of the lamellar morphology since the

lower than that of cylinders

(^i>i

the lamellar-

fraction as the x-variable.

to the cylinder-lamellar coexistence

these two free energy curves at the

boundary present

volume

stable

if cylindrical

become much more

domains nucleate and grow

stable

by

at

further reducing their free-

cylinder free energy which corresponds to a 0.56 overall PI

fraction. If the PI overall

volume

fraction

is

assumed

to

be 0.56

in the nucleus,

then automatically one can find the corresponding PI overall volume fraction

in the

lamellar layers in the vicinity of nucleus using the chemical equilibrium concept with the

help of Figure 4.12. Figure 4.12

is

a plot of the lamellar-cylinder free energy as a

function of the overall hPI volume fraction in the blend.
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The regions with compositions

in the ranges

<^\^ and f,„<

f,,<

<f,,con-espond

which nueleation and growth oecurs. Also,
*

2,p<

<|.2

<*

2,p

for equilibrium

component of the blend,
and

curve have a

energy curve

^,2s =^,2s

common
in

the region with compositions
in the ranges

correspond to the unstable region where
spinodal decomposition occurs.

The general condition

HhPi =M.hPi

to the metastable region
in

•

between two co-existing phases

the chemical potential must be

same

in

is

that for

each

both phases; such as

Thus, these equahties can be satisfied when
two points on the

tangent in Figure 4.12.

The two

local

minima on

the overall free

Figure 4.12 correspond to the binodal points that
are the minima of

lamellar and cylindrical morphologies in this IjS+hPI
blend system. Although, our free-

energy values give the overall correct trends for the
lamellar-cylinder morphological

phase behavior of this blend system, our lamellar-cylinder
bit

free

energy values are a

little

off from the general trend. The tangent to the point of 0.56 PI
overall volume fraction

on the cylinder

free

energy curve misses the point of 0.53 PI overall volume fraction on

the lamellar free energy curve. However, since the free-energy calculations are
rough,

we

can assume approximately 0.55 PI volume fraction for the intersection point of the
lamellar-cylinder free energy curves, and a 0.54 PI volume fraction for the spinodal point,

This assumption shifts the lamellar cylinder free energy curve downwards and
automatically puts our blend (experimentally 0.536 PI volume fraction) into the

metastable region. Thus, the PI overall volume fraction of the lamellar matrix

in the

vicinity

of the nucleus

why we

did not observe any nucleus of cylindrical morphology in the previous study^^

is

found to be 0.53 on the basis of these assumptions. The reason

can be summarized by several
0.52 which

is

far

away from

factors. 1)

The

overall PI

volume

the lamellar-cylinder coexistence
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fraction

of the blend was

morphology

region, not

rendering the stabilization and growth
of the cylindrical domains due
to the large excess

of hPI material

pull in order to

make

the system to reach the

minimum

cylinder free

energy requirement.

Here,

boundanes

we

further analyze the equihbrium
segregation of the hPI material to grain

in detail

with the help of Figure 4.13. The y-axis of
this graph shows the

grain boundary free energy which
the grain boundary local PI

is

volume

fraction,

overall lamellar matrix composition.

those in Figure

4. 11.

The

x-axis

is

volume

volume

assumed

material.

The

is

The

(t)pi^

and the lamellar

free energy in the

energy expressions and values are same as

free

the PI overall

matrix. For each overall PI

fraction increase

the difference between the cylinder
free energy at

volume

fraction in the overall lamellar

fraction in the overall lamellar matrix, a 0.02 PI
at the grain

boundary due

grain boundary free energy has to decrease

of the PI volume fraction with respect

to that

when

to the segregation

there

is

of the PI volume fraction

of hPI

a relative increase

in the overall

lamellar matrix. In figure 4.13, up to about 0.50 PI volume fraction the slope

at

each

volume

fraction

curve

negative as a function of volume fraction increase. This result clearly proves that

is

is

positive.

the blend with 0.54 PI

Between 0.50 and 0.60 PI volume

volume

there

this

is

volume

of the

fraction in this study clearly satisfies the requirement for

the grain boundary free energy decrease as the

overall PI

fractions, the slope

homopolymer segregates and

fraction at the grain boundary. After 0.60 PI overall

increases the

volume

fraction,

a turning point for the slope of the curve towards to a positive value since after

volume

fraction range, the cylindrical or lamellar

morphology

unfavorable morphologies for these l2S+hPI blend systems.
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are energetically

The

TEM image of a nucleus originated at a low angle T-junction

grain boundary,

containing cylindrical domains between two
lamellar grains with two different
orientations

is

shown

asymmetric lens

in

Figure 4.4. Although, the shape of this
nucleus

in 2-dimensions,

chevron grain boundary

its

at the right

shape

is

by

distorted

end-section which

is

is

close to an

the presence of a low-angle

possibly broken into two

separate grain boundaries during the formation of the
nucleus. However, the effect of the
distortion

The

is

overall

not sufficient to deviate the shape of the nucleus
from an asymmetric lens.

geometry of the nucleus

at this

T-junction grain boundary

half asymmetric lens since the corresponding

(the

at a

tilt

a

angle

is

is in

the shape of a

equal to the dihedral angle or 9

angle of the grain boundary). The angle, /?is around 0° for this nucleus
originated

T-junction grain boundary. These two low

as shape distortion sites for the nucleus. If the

tilt

tilt

angle chevron grain boundaries do act
angles of these grain boundaries were

very high, they would transform the shape of the nucleus into a complicated shape. The

emergence of cylindrical domains has
at the low-tilt

to start at the T-junction grain

boundary rather than

angle chevron grain boundary because T-junction grain boundaries have

higher energies than chevron grain boundaries. For this reason, the homopolymer (hPI)
prefers to segregate to the T-junction grain boundary, and increases the local

fraction

of PI

at the

T-junction with respect to that of PI in the lamellar matrix. Thus, the

hPI material finally reduces the unfavorable T-junction

free

cylindrical end caps around the lamellar ends or cylindrical

boundary.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6

show

at

an

omega

energy by introducing semi-

domains

at the grain

the nucleation and growth of cylindrical

enclosed by an asymmetric lens-like nucleus

and

volume

at

a high-

tilt

domains

angle chevron grain boundary

grain boundary, respectively. In figures 4.5 and 4.6, the grains of
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cylindrical

morphology

boundary present

originate at one grain boundary,
there

in the figures.

is

no second grain

However, when there are more than one
grain boundary

residing very close to each other, the shape
of the nucleus as an asymmetric lens

usually disrupted and the growth of the grain of
cylindrical morphology

is

terminated by

is

the opposite growth of other nuclei containing
cylindrical domains originated from other

grain boundaries.

by the

effect

The complication of the shape of the

grain of cylindrical

of more than one grain boundary located very close

in Figure 4.14. In Figure 4.14, the nucleus is originated

boundaries with low
originated from

all

tilt

these

angles.

low

to

morphology

each other

is

shown

from three different chevron grain

The combination of regions of cylindrical morphology

tilt

chevron grain boundaries appears

be in a complicated

to

shape of grain of cylindrical morphology, a complex mixture of lens-like regions.
Besides the nucleation and growth of cylindrical domains

at grain

boundaries,

heterogenous nucleation near grain boundaries can occur, and the shape of the nucleus

can be an asymmetric lens-like geometry. This kind of nucleus can be formed due

hPI material buildup by the

effect

Figure.4.15, this type of nucleus

to the

of grain boundary forces on the nucleus region, hi

is

formed

in the

middle section of two chevron grain

boundaries. During the diffusion of the hPI material to both of the grain boundaries,

some of the hPI

material can be trapped in this nucleus region and

it

may have provided

the driving force for the formation of this nucleus.

Although no dynamic real-time experiments were done on
due

to the unavailability

this particular

blend

of TEM for direct visualization of thin polymer samples under

high thermal annealing and different rates of cooling conditions, here
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we

will

show

a

schematic representation for the
nucleation and growth of
cyHndrical domains

at tilt

lamellar grain boundaries using
geometrical arguments and the
observations from

micrographs. In Figure 4.7, the nucleation
and growth of cylindncal domains
angle chevron grain boundary
cylindrical

is

shown. The

first

domains of nucleus breaks mto two

plane and forms the

first

cylindrical

domam

at a low-tilt

upper lamellar layer around the

sections along the chevron grain
boundary

in this

broken lamellar secfion. This type of

broken chevron with a cylindrical domain segregation
was previously observed

miktoarm

star

TEM

block copolymers.'^ The interfacial mean
curvature,

in I5S

H is at its highest

point along the grain boundary plane which
corresponds to the middle point of the arc of
the chevron grain boundary. This discussion
Figure.4.16.

When one moves

far

away from

is

given with a schematic representation in

the grain boundary plane in each direction

along the lamellar layers, the interfacial mean curvature,

become zero

at certain point,

then

it

may

H will

gradually decrease and

increase again under the constraints of lamellar

plane orientations. At the grain boundary plane intersection with the arc
where
highest value, the grain boundary wants to reduce

some hPI

material from the nearby regions around

its

its

to others. So,

buildup of the hPI material occurs around

this

some polymer chains may have
suddenly the concentration

midpoint of the arc in the PI lamellar

domain. This composition buildup favors the formation of a cylindrical domain

at its

energy depending on the type and specific parameters of the block

copolymer-homopolymer blend. The formation of the successive
occurs on a step-by-step basis ft^om a higher

H
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its

semi-cylindrical curvature. In this

more empty room around them compared

fi-ee

has

unfavorable free energy by pulling

grain boundary region along the grain boundary plane,

minimum

H

section to a lower

cylindrical

H

domains

section along the

lamellar layers since the grain boundary

higher

first

H sections of the lamellar layers.
domains

cylindrical

So,

wants

by

this

to

reduce the free energy of the

way the

will occur along the lamellar layers. In

of cylindrical domains will be perpendicular

micro-domains will appear sharp during

nucleation and growth of

most of the

to the lamellar plane

case, the long axis

normal and both of the

TEM real time space imaging. The same

discussion can be extended to the nucleation and growth of
cylindrical morphology

omega and

4.6

T-junction grain boundaries with minor changes.

Conclusions

The reduction of the unfavorable
due

at

to the

homopolymer equilibrium segregation

for the nucleation

of the lamellar

tilt

grain boundaries

to these regions provides the ignition

and growth of the cylindrical morphology coexisting with the lamellar

morphology. There are found

to

angle chevron nucleation, low

domains

free energy

be four types of nucleation such as T-junction, high

tilt

tilt

angle chevron nucleation. The birth of cylindrical

as an asymmetrical lens-shaped nucleus at the lamellar

tilt

non-coherent heterogeneous nucleation and growth process. There

grain boundaries

is

is

a

a sharp interfacial

plane between the lamellar and cylindrical domains, the nucleus containing the PS
cylindrical

domains

for the nucleation

layers in

the high

which
tilt

in a PI matrix is

bounded by

this interfacial plane.

A proof is given

and growth of cylindrical domains along the direction of lamellar

at a critical

chevron

chevron nucleation

tilt

grain boundary angle, there

to a low-tilt angle

is

chevron nucleation.

a transition from

It

will

be

interesting to see that the lamellar orientation, the nucleus shape and size, and the nucleus

growth process can be controlled and investigated via external shear
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field

experiments.

The nucleation and growth of these second
microphases
rate

on the equilibnum homopolymer segregation

2D

investigated in thin

temperature

AFM

to grain

of cooling

boundaries can be dynamically

block copolymer-homopolymer blend
films through high

and hot stage

be further extended

at defects, the effect

SAXS

to the observation

experiments. Finally, the same type of
study can

of the nucleation and growth of other
microphase

separated morphologies such as cylinders, gyroid,
spheres and lamellae

at defects

such as

grain boundaries and dislocations in a mother microphase
separated matrix which

contains one of the above four main types of morphologies.
Although the current study

was conducted on

a blend of homopolymer with an I2S miktoarm star
block copolymer,

the nucleation and growth of cylindrical

morphology

at

lamellar

tilt

grain boundaries

should be found in blends of homopolymer and block copolymers of other
architectures

such as diblocks and triblocks.
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Table 4.1

Calculated domain sizes and free
energies for various cases in a block
copolymer-homopolymer blend with grams
of cylindncal morphology
at grain boundanes,

Table

Regions

in the

4.1. Calculated

system

Nucleus (case2)
iv^iuii iicd-iuy

Lfic

nucleus

(case 3)

The region nearby

the nucleus

(case 4)

The region

further

away from

the

nucleus (case 5)

The region

further

away from

nucleus (case 3)

"

Morphology:

L=

Sizes ^,nH Vr^. p.^rH-r
/is

morphology''

Nucleus (easel)

I

Domain

lamella,

the

free

energy

(A)

(A)

(A)

(A-77nm-')

c

U.5o 372

188

560

-26.408x1

L

0.56 182

230

412

-25.380x10'^

L

0.52 199

213

412

-25.616x10"^

C

0.52 393

172

565

-25.003x10"^

L

0.54 191

221

412

-25.845x10'^

C

0.54 383

180

563

-26.025x10"^

C = cylinders.

Blocks: S
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=

polystyrene,

1

=

polyisoprene.

0'-^

Grain Boundary
Plane

Figure

4.

1

Nucleation of cylinders

at

T-junction grain boundary geometry.

Measurement of geometrical parameters

106

is

shown.

Figure 4.2

Nucleation of cylinders

at

high

tilt

angle chevron grain boundary

geometry. Measurement of geometrical parameters

107

is

shown.

Figure 4.3

Nucleation of cylinders

at

low

tilt

angle chevron grain boundary geometry.

Measurement of geometrical parameters

108

is

shown.

Figure 4.4

TEM micrograph of grain of cylinders at T-junction grain boundary.
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Figure 4.5

TEM micrograph of grain of cylinders at high
boundary.

110

tilt

angle chevron grain

Figure 4.6

TEM micrograph of grain of cylinders at the omega grain boundary.

Ill

Figure 4.7

TEM micrograph of grain of cylinders at the
boundary.
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low

tilt

angle chevron grain

—

T

0.5

'
1

1.0

'

1

1.5

1

1

2.0

1

1

1

2.5

sin (a)/sin

Figure 4.8

1

1

3.0

3.5

1

1

1

4.0

4.5

(p)

Asymmetrical lens geometry condition

at tilt grain

geometrical parameters, R/r vs. sin(a)/sin(P).
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1

boundaries.

The

plot of

Figure 4.9

of a typical grain of cylindrical domains at tilt grain
boundaries as a function of the tilt angle of the grain boundary.

Aspect

ratio

114

8-

Tilt

Figure

4.

1

0

The histogram showing

the

Angle, e

number of grains

of the grain boundary.

115

as a function of the

tilt

angle

T

0.48

>

'

«

1

I

0.50

0.52

PI

Figure

4.

1 1

1

1

0.54

Volume

\

0.56

1

1

0.58

B

1

0.60

0.62

Fraction

The lamellae-cylinder free energy curves of the system
polyisoprene volume fraction.
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1

as a function

of

"~1

0.20

'

1

4.

12

1

0.25

hPI

Figure

'

0.30

Volume

'

1

0.35

1—
0.40

Fraction

The lamellae-cylinder free energy curves of the system as a function of
homopolyisoprene volume fraction. The bimodal and spinodal points of
the system are shown.
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PI

Figure 4.13

The

free

Volume

Fraction

energy difference between the cyhnder and lamellae of the

system as a function of polyisoprene volume

118

fraction.

Figure 4.14

The complication of the shape of grain of cyhndrical morphology
different grain boundaries.

119

at

two

Figure

4.

1

5

The

grain of cylindrical

morphology between two

boundaries.

120

different grain

Grain Boundary
Plane

The
in

cylinder
a broken Chevron
first

6>>

Figure

4.

1

6

The cylinder growth mechanism
boundary

is

shown.
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at

a high

tilt

angle chevron grain

CHAPTER 5

MORPHOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF ORGANIC-INORGANIC
RANDOMLY
GRAFTED COPOLYMERS

5.1

Abstract

The microphase segregation and phase behavior of
randomly

grafted organic-

inorganic copolymers has been investigated using
transmission electron microscopy

(TEM), small angle X-ray

scattering

(SAXS), and wide angle X-ray

The copolymers were synthesized by ring-opening

scattering

(WAXS).

metathesis copolymerization of

cyclooctadiene and cubic silsesquioxanes (POSS) bearing a
polymerizable norbomene
group.

(POSS)

The

materials are

composed of polybutadiene (PBD)

as their building branches.

the variation of POSS

volume

Each copolymer

fraction

is

as their

backbone whereas

synthesized systematically with

and branching density. The microphase

segregation behavior of these materials

is

investigated via high-temperature small angle

X-ray scattering (High-T SAXS) and compared with existing theories and prior
experiments.

is

It is

found out that the temperature dependence of the lamellar wave-vector

quite different than that of either block copolymers or linear

random copolymers.

It is

also found out that chain architecture and branching density greatly influences the

microphase segregation of these materials. In addition
phase behavior study

is

to

microphase segregation study, a

conducted on the copolymers by systematically performing

mixtures with lower or comparable molecular weight homopolybutadiene and compatible

POSS macromer. The

effects

of the homopolymer molecular weight and concentration

on the morphological behavior of blend

series are investigated.
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The swelling

studies with

homopolybutadiene showed

that the lamellar spacing
increases with

homopolymer

concentration and at higher concentrations
lamellae spacing decreases with
homopolymer

molecular weight. The swelling studies with
spacing decreases with the

POSS macromer concentration

where the microphase separation

5.2

POSS macromer showed

disrupted, and

is

up

that the lamellar

to a certain concentration

macrophase separation occurs.

Introduction

The microphase segregation

in

copolymers with ordered sequence distributions

(block copolymers) has been studied extensively and
researchers have found

ordered microstructures with important
interest is directed

example

for

A

linear chain with

sequence distribution

copolymers with

two types of segments

is

distributions,

regarded

and these

random copolymers (LRCs). The disordered

quenched and leads

is

in

copolymers with disordered sequence

particular copolymers are defined as linear

well

Recent years, the research

towards the study of microphase segregation

disordered sequence distributions.
as the simplest

applications.^'^"'^''^

many

to conditions not present in

copolymers with

ordered sequence distributions. Another example for disordered sequence distributions

can be considered by randomly locating the branch points along the backbone of the

polymer chain, and

this type

(RGC). Theorists have

also

of polymer

is

defined as the randomly grafted copolymer

examined the disordered molten

quenched randomness and branched

architectures.

^^"^"'^^

state

of polymers with

Recently, a

mean

field

theory

is

performed on the microphase separation properties of randomly grafted copolymers.'"^

According

to the results

of theory, the lamellar wavevector of the system increases with

decreasing temperature, then reaches a fixed value where
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it

is

determined by either the

branch length or the average number of
segments between the branch points
along the
backbone. Thus, the domain size in a
randomly grafted copolymer decreases
with
decreasing temperature and the natural length
scale
length or the average

number of segments between

is

controlled

by

either the branch

the branch points along the
backbone.

In block copolymers, the temperature
dependence of the lamellar wavevector and
the

domain

size

is

quite different than those of randomly grafted
copolymers, hi block

copolymers, the lamellar wavevector decreases with
decreasing temperature due
stretching, thus the

length scale

is

domain

controlled

size increases with decreasing temperature.

by

The

to chain

natural

the block length in a block copolymer.

We study microphase segregation in copolymers that have competing interactions
and sequence disorder
sequence

statistics,

segments) of length

distributions,

and they can be synthesized with well-characterized

hi terms of their structure, these copolymers have a

with

P number of branches

backbone {A-typQ

(5-type segments) of length

M. The

branch points are randomly grafted on the backbone of the randomly grafted copolymer.

Each chain

in these

copolymers has a different sequence of branch

points. Unlike recent

experimental studies '^"^''^^ the randomly grafted copolymers used in

this

study have

branches with inorganic material composed of polyhedral oHgomeric silsesquioxanes

(POSS®). Thus, the copolymers here are referred

as organic-inorganic

randomly grafted

copolymers. The molecular architecture for an organic-inorganic randomly grafted

copolymer

is

shown

in Figure 5.1.
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Polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes
(POSS®) are a family of molecularly
precise isotropic molecules with diameters
ranging between 1-3

nm depending on the

number of silicon atoms

m the central cage and the peripheral substitution groups

surrounding

A

this core.'^*^

cubic silsesquioxane unit has an inorganic
cubic core

comprised of Si80,2 surrounded by eight tunable
substitution groups,
groups, and

its

diameter of

1

chemical structure

.5

nm when R

is

is

shown

in

Figure 5.2.

a cyclopentyl group.

It

POSS

i.e.

cycloaliphatic

has an approximate spherical

has been recognized as well-

defined building blocks for nanostructured materials.^"'"'^'
Efficient synthedc methods

have also been developed whereby one or more of the comer groups
are substituted by
functional groups

X capable of undergoing polymerizadon.
POSS

possibility to incorporate inorganic

This has provided the

cages into organic polymer chains.

cubic silsesquioxane unit can be viewed as a nanoparticle for
or a well-defined

5.3

macromonomer

for

its

ability to

its

size

and

filler

The
funcfion,

undergo polymerizafion.

Experimental
Detailed polymer synthesis and characterization information

is

given in a recent

publication.""^ Polybutadiene forms the backbones of these copolymers while cubic

silsesquioxanes

(POSS®) branches

are distributed

randomly along the backbone of the

copolymers. Copolymers with 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50

% POSS material by volume were

synthesized by ring opening metathesis copolymerization

(ROMP)

of 1,5-cyciooctadiene

and cubic silsesquioxane bearing a polymerizable norbomene group. The molecular
characterization data

is

given in Table

compatible homopolybutadiene and

5.1.

The copolymers and

POSS macromer were
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their mixtures with

slowly cast over 7 days from 5

-

vol.% solution

in toluene, a non-preferential solvent,
forming a solid film 2

The homopolybutadienes

that are used during the blend series

mm thick.

have varying molecular

weights such as 780 gr/mol, 1900 gr/mol, 4400 gr/mol and
8800 gr/mol and are

purchased fi-om Polymer Source,
for 5

more days

at

Inc.

room temperature

The

solid films

were

in order to completely

let

stand under high

remove

vacuum

residual solvent.

After the casting procedure, samples for electron microscopy were
microtomed in a Leica
Ultracut cryoultramicrotome. Sections approximately 50-100

Diatome diamond knife

at

nm thick were cut with a

a sample temperature of -1 10°C and a knife temperature of

90°C. The sections were not stained with any staining agent since there
thickness contrast between the

in the

100

POSS

kV

nanoparticles.

Ray

Scattering

aimealed

at

is

The same 2

for 2 days

to the silicon

100

is

studies.

collected at

were collected using Ni

collimated by a set of three pinholes.

CX operated at

High Temperature Small Angle Xare

filtered

at

45

20°C

intervals. Small-angle

X-ray

Cu Ka radiation (A<=1.54 A) from

kV

and 0.66

an

mA. The primary beam was

A gas-filled area detector (Molecular Metrology),

.5m from the sample was used

to record scattering patterns.

The

between the source and the detector was evacuated. Wide-angle X-ray
carried out

atoms present

under vacuum. High Temperature Small Angle X-Ray

Osmic microsource generator operated

1

due

mm thick samples used for TEM studies are

Angle X-Ray Scattering

Scattering Data for each sample

located

POSS domains

enough mass-

perfomed on both annealed and unannealed specimens. Specimens

120°C

scattering data

and

TEM imaging was performed on a JEOL

accelerating voltage.

also used for Small

PBD

is

on a Siemens D500 instrument

in

normal/transmission
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flight

path

scattering

mode

was

(0.3 incident

slit

beam

divergence) with Ni-filtered

the incident

5.4

beam normal

Cu Ka

to the plane

radiation

of the

Results and Discussion

50 vol%

POSS

POSS-PBD

material as a function of increasing temperature.

defined architectures.

discontinuously

profile

is

of Figure

at the

from

that

For instance,

5.3, the /peak at

SAXS

temperatures.

It is

RGCs has been recently reported to be

in diblock

copolymers

lower temperatures (ordered

state) is

To understand whether this

performed high temperature

SAXS

state).

\n previous

/peak

increases

RGC

much lower

experiments

of our samples,

effect is a special property

on the annealed specimen. In Figure

clearly seen fi^om the

SAXS

% POSS-PBD
data that

lower than that of higher temperatures. In Figure
vol.

state) is

SAXS
than

/peak at

higher than that of higher temperatures (disordered

data for the annealed 50 vol

micrograph obtained from 30

vol%

A scattering peak, which could

order-disorder transition due to long range order. In the

lower temperatures (ordered

temperature

data for the 50

40 and

observed in systems with ordered sequences and well-

of higher temperatures (disordered

state).

SAXS

30,

seen across the entire temperature range. The

signature of the order-disorder transition in

qualitatively different

was performed on

of a weakly ordered phase or the presence of concentration

fluctuations of a given average size,

SAXS

Scattering

copolymers. Figure 5.3 shows the

arise ft-om either the presence

is

were obtained with

film.

High Temperature Small Angle X-Ray

that

.54 A). Data

1

5.5,

is

/peak at

we show

% POSS-PBD copolymer.

shown

5.4, the

high

for various

lower temperatures
a typical

is

TEM

In the bulk morphology,

clearly seen that these molecules self-assemble due to the aggregation of the
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we

POSS

it

nanoparticles and form randomly orientated
two-dimensional lamellar sheets of POSS
material in the

PBD

matrix.

The thickness of the lamellae

lamellar spacing for this particular sample

long range order

is

Figure 5.6

q*

at the

about 16 nm.

is

is

about 1-3

nm

and the

A lamellar phase with

limited

clearly seen in Figure 5.5.

showing the temperature dependence of the

is

peak of each scattering

profile.

The

scattering wave-vector,

scattering wave-vector, ^* decreases with

temperature and does not change with temperature after a certain temperature. Thus,
the
length scale on which the system orders

becomes

strongly temperature dependent and then

essentially temperature independent. For diblock copolymers, q* decreases as

order-to-disorder transition

due

is first

to the fact that as

is

approached from the disordered

in

there

RGCs,

5.6.

This

is

also repulsion either

in the increase

between branches or backbone segments. However,

is

a

whole range of length

approached from the disordered

scales

reversed in Figure

can contribute

to the

between the branch

is

5.6, a plateau region

to the fact that at the lowest temperature value, the smallest distance

contributed to the microphase segregation, and there

left in

As

ODT

is

lowered more, smaller length scales

microphase segregation. In figure

between branch points

points.

state, first the larger length scales contribute to the

microphase ordering, and when the temperature

is

is

because the branch points along the backbone of copolymers are randomly

located and there

points

seen

of lamellar spacing. In

the temperature dependence of the scattering wave-vector

is

is

ODT is approached, there is a repulsion between the incompatible

segments of the block copolymers, thus resulting

RGCs,

This effect

state.

is

appears due

between the branch

no smaller distance

the system to contribute to the microphase separation
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process. In Figure 5.7, High Temperature

% POSS-PBD

50 vol

is

SAXS

comparison of annealed and unannealcd

shown. The annealed specimen lamellar wavevector
shows

a

stronger temperature dependence than that of the
unannealed specimen.

We shall

discuss the effects of chain architecture on the microphasc
segregation

by discussing the variation of

(the scattering wave-vector in the disordered state) and

scattering wave-vector in the ordered state) with N/P, the average
distance

q[ (the

between the branch
value of

M

points.

fixed whereas the value of

is

dependence of ^, on a log-log
~{N/P)

our organic-inorganic randomly grafted copolymers, the

In

This

means

N and P arc varied.

From

plot.

that the scattering

the linear log-log relationship,

wave-vector

decreasing N/P. Thus, this means the domain size
size

Figure 5.8(a) shows the

is

in the

is

found between

r/r

and N/P

in a

the log-log relationship,

wc

find that

tyr

</,

mainly determined by the average
points.

A

mean-field theory by Chakraborty

and Balsara groups."^' Figure 5.8(b) shows the N/P dependence of

From

find that

ordered state increases with

of coils formed by backbone segments between two adjacent branch

similar relationship

field

we

N/P

on a log-log

plot.

decreases with N/P. The results of mean-

theory done by Chakraborty and Balsara groups showed that the width and the

windows wherein

height of the

In figure 5.9,

architecture.

vector,

q*

whereas

for 30,

A^,

decreased

P

we

^/*

plot the temperature

dependence of the scattering wave-

40 and 50 vol.% POSS-PBD copolymers. The value of A/

and N/P arc varied.

and

changes rapidly are also influenced by chain

qi

increase

in a

It

is

clearly seen from the figure that as

proportional way.
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is

N/P

fixed

is

The width of the windows wherein q*

changes rapidly

is

larger for 30 and

40 vol.% than

that

of 50 vol.%

POSS-PBD

copolymer.

In order to understand the effect of mixing a

homopolymer with POSS-PBD

copolymer on the microphase segregation, high Temperature
mixture of 50 vol
vol

The

those of the pure

1.

The

performed on a

The

overall

40.

High Temperature

SAXS

for this particular blend

SAXS

profile of the blend

shows

the

is

POSS-PBD

wavevector of the mixture
Figure 5.1

is

% POSS-PBD with 780 gr/mol homopolybutadiene.

% in the mixture

in Figure 5.10.

SAXS

filled

is

same

is

POSS

shown

particular behavior as

copolymers. The temperature dependence of the lamellar

compared with those of pure POSS-PBD copolymers

symbols correspond

to the

in

temperature dependence of the

lamellar wavevector of the mixture whereas the open symbols correspond to those of

pure copolymers. Although the mixture's architectural parameter, N/P

50 vol

is

same

as that of

% POSS-PBD copolymer, their temperature dependences of the lamellar

wavevector are quite

different.

This shows that in these randomly grafted copolymer

mixtures, the microphase separation

incorporating a

homopolymer

is

not only controlled by the architecture but also

into these systems

can play a major role

in the

determination of microphase segregation.

POSS-PBD

copolymers of 40 vol% and 50 vor/o

homopolybutadiene and

POSS macromer are

mixtures

is

shown

in

Figure 5.12.

It is

material with compatible

systhematically prepared in order to

investigate the morphological behavior of the system.

PBD

POSS

WAXS series of 50 vol % POSS-

clearly seen that with the addition of the
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POSS macromer the peak

intensity corresponding to the inorganic

whereas the peak intensity corresponding
5.13 shows the

SAXS

results

of 40 vol%

weight compatible homopolybutadienes.

to the

PBD

POSS

units increases

domains remains broader.

Figure

POSS-PBD copolymer with different molecular
clearly seen that as the

It is

homopolymer

concentration increases the lamellae spacing increases in
a proportional way. Although
there

is

no systhematic relationship between the molecular weight and

the lamellar

spacing, at higher concentrations of homopolymer, lamellar
spacing increases more with

lower molecular weight homopolybutadiene. Figure 5.14 shows the
lamellar spacing of 40

5.15 shows the

SAXS

POSS macromer.

It is

vol% POSS-PBD copolymer with
results

is

way and

of

Figure

POSS-PBD copolymer with

POSS macromer concentration

the lamellae spacing decreases in a proportional

concentration value, microphase separation

results

PBD homopolymer.

of lamellar spacing of 40 vol%

clearly seen that as the

SAXS

after

increases

some POSS macromer

disrupted due to the aggregation of POSS

nanoparticles and the peak corresponding to the lamellar spacing no longer exists.

Assuming pure POSS and

PBD phases

copolymer mixtures with

for the

homopolybutadiene, the layer thicknesses and the

interfacial area per

can be calculated. The formulas for these expressions are given as

^PBD

^POSS

cj.^

=

~ ^PBD^

— L — /pBD =

copolymer junction

in the following.

i^-^)

— ^pBD

(1

^^^^^ss

(4-2)

(4 3)

^av/'poss(1-<2^pbd)^

Here, in

all

the polybutadiene.

of these three equations,

L

is

</fpBD

the lamellar spacing,

corresponds to the volume fraction of

cr is
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the interfacial area per copolymer

Ma,

junction.

is

the Avogadro's

Number, pposs and Mposs

are density and molecular

weight of POSS cubic nanoparticles. Figure 5.16
shows the area per junction

40 vol%

POSS-PBD copolymer with

Although there

is

results for

different molecular weight homopolybutadiene.

no considerable change of amount

in the area per junction at

lower

concentration of homopolymer, at large concentrations of
homopolybutadiene, higher

molecular weight homopolymer mixtures show an increase in the
area per junction

amount. The

PBD

SAXS

results

are considerably

same

of lamellar spacing, the area per junction of 50 vol% POSSas those

of 40 vol%

POSS-PBD

copolymer. The

SAXS

curves, the lamellar spacing and the area per junction as a function of
homopolybutadiene

concentration, the lamellar spacing as a function of POSS

vol% POSS-PBD show

the

same

randomly grafted copolymer.

overall behavior as those of 40

homopolybutadiene and the mixture of 40 vol
in Figures 5.17, 5.18

5.5

Conclusions
In

vol% POSS-PBD

TEM micrographs of the pure 40 vol % POSS-PBD

randomly grafted copolymer, the mixture of 40 vol

shown

macromer concentration of 50

% POSS-PBD with

% POSS-PBD with POSS macromer are

and 5.19, respectively.

summary, we have studied

randomly grafted copolymers.

the microphase segregation of organic-inorganic

We have found out that the temperature dependence of the

scattering wave-vector in these

randomly grafted copolymers

is

quite different than that

of either block copolymers or linear random copolymers. In addition
microphase segregation

in these systems is affected

by

to this, the

the chain architecture.

Specifically, the wave-vectors both in the ordered and disordered states are dependent
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on

the average distance between the
branch points. Also, the width
and height of the

temperature dependence of the wave-vector

Our

is

dependent upon architectural
parameters.

results are in consistent with the
recently established

randomly grafted copolymer

mean-field theory and experiments. In addition
to the microphase
segregation study,
systematic mixtures of POSS-PBD copolymers
with compatible homopolymers
are
studied in order to understand the morphological
behavior of the system. The
results

.

SAXS

of the mixtures show that the lamellar spacing
increases as a function of

homopolybutadiene concentration, and

at

higher homopolybutadiene concentrations,
the

lower molecular weight homopolymer swells the lamellar
spacing more. Also,
addition to this, the lamellar spacing decreases as a
function of POSS

concentration and after
segregation

POSS

is

some POSS macromer concentration

in

macromer

value, microphase

disrupted and macrophase separation occurs due to the
aggregation of

cubic nanoparticles. Although the area per junction remains
almost constant as a

function of homopolybutadiene concentration,

junction

is

at

higher concentrations the area per

higher for copolymer mixtures with lower molecular weight

homopolybutadiene.
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Table

5.1
"^^^^

^poT>!Jiler^^^

of organic-inorganic randomly
grafted

1

1

1

POSS wt%

JTV^OO

IIIUI /O

Mw
(kg/mol)

Sample

'
1

PDI

P

N

N/P

^

PBD
PBD-POSS

0
12

1

0

68

1.7

0

741

0

1.4

67

1.7

5

642

128.4

3.0

71

1.8

9

562

62.4

i

PBD-POSS

2

1

23

,

PBD-POSS

3

33

5.0

74

1.8

14

510

36.4

PBD-POSS

4

43

7.5

79

1.9

18

439

24.4

PBD-POSS

5^

53

10.8

88

2.0

23

383

16.7
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P:

Figure 5.1

#

of

branches

Molecular architecture of organic-inorganic randomly grafted copolymers.
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o\

/

\

r^f
Si

R

Figure 5.2

R

= cyclopentyl, cyclohexyl, etc

X

= norbornene, styrene,

Structure of cubic silsesquioxanes

etc.

(POSS®). Cubic silsesquioxane

is

a

well-defined molecule having an inorganic core comprised of SigOi:

surrounded by eight tunable substitution groups. Each unit can be treated
as a sphere in all the following figures.
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1

1
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65C
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0.105

q (A ')

Figure 5.3

High Temperature SAXS of the unannealed 50 vol % POSS-PBD
randomly grafted copolymer as a function of increasing temperature.
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Figure 5.4

High Temperature
grafted copolymer
annealed at 120°C

SAXS

of the annealed 50 vol

% POSS-PBD randomly

as a function of increasing temperature.
for 2 days.
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The sample

is

Figure 5.5

TEM micrograph of 30 vol % POSS-PBD randomly grafted copolymer.
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0.072 -

0.066

q*[A-i]
0.060

0.054

0.048

,

1

,

1

0.00180

0.00225

1

0.00270

,

1

0.00315

1/T[°K-1]

Figure 5.6

Temperature dependence of the lamellar wavevector of the unannealed 50
vol
POSS-PBD randomly grafted copolymer.

%
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0.072 -

Figure 5.7

Comparison of the temperature dependence of the lamellar wavevector
between the annealed and the unannealed 50 vol % POSS-PBD randomly
grafted copolymer.
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Figure 5.8

(a)

(b)

The
The

N/P dependence of qr in a log-log plot.
parameter, N/P dependence of qc in a log-log plot.

architectural parameter,
architectural
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O

50%POSS,
40% POSS,

N/P=16.7

N/P=24.4

q*(A-i)

I

1

'

1~

•

1

1

1

0.0015

0.0020

0.0025

0.0030

0.0035

1/T(°K-1)

Figure 5,9

Comparison of the temperature dependence of the lamellar wavevector
among 30 vol %, 40 vol % and 50 vol % POSS-PBD randomly grafted
copolymers.
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Figure 5.10
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'

I

0.03

'

I

0.04

'

1

0.05

I

I

0.06

I

I

0.07

ODU
105C
125C
145C
165C
185C
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245C
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I

0 08

0.09

0.10

High Temperature SAXS of mixture of 50 vol% POSS-PBD randomly
grafted copolymer with 780 gr/mol homopolybutadiene. The overall

POSS

vol

% in the mixture

is

40.
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O
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V

50%POSS, N/P=16.7
40% POSS, N/P=24.4
40% Mixture. N/P=-|^7|
30% POSS, N/P=36.4
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0.06-

0.05-
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—
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0.0032
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Figure 5.11

Comparison of the temperature dependence of the lamellar wavevector
between the POSS-PBD/homopolymer mixture and 30 vol %, 40 vol %
and 50 vol % POSS-PBD randomly grafted copolymers.
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WAXS results of mixtures of 50 vol% POSS-PBD randomly grafted
copolymer with compatible homopolybutadiene and POSS macromer
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Figure 5.14

SAXS

30

40

50

% hPBD

of mixtures of 40 vol% POSS-PBD randomly grafted
copolymer with compatible homopolybutadiene.
results
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Figure 5.1 5

SAXS

of mixtures of 40 vol% POSS-PBD randomly grafted
copolymer with compatible POSS macromer.
results
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Figure 5.16

1

30

% hPBD

The area per junction of mixtures of 40 vol% POSS-PBD randomly
grafted copolymer with compatible homopolybutadiene.
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Figvure 5.17

TEM micrograph of 40 vol% POSS-PBD randomly grafted copolymer.
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Figure 5.18

TEM micrograph of the mixture of 40 vol % POSS-PBD with PBD
homopolymer. The overall POSS volume

152

fraction in the mixture

is

0.20.

Figure 5.19

TEM micrograph of the mixture of 40 vol % POSS-PBD with POSS
macromer. The overall

POSS volume

153

fraction in the mixture

is

0.60.

CHAPTER 6

MORPHOLOGICAL BEHAVIORS OF MULTIGRAFT COPOLYMERS
TRIFUNCTIONAL JUNCTION POINTS

WITH

Abstract

6.1

The
series

effect

of chain architecture on the morphological and tensile
properties of a

of regularly spaced multigraft copolymers with trifunctional junction
points has

been investigated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), small
angle X-ray
scattering

(SAXS), and

tensile testing.

difunctional PI spacer and living

Fractionation technique

The

materials were synthesized

PS branches with

was used

to separate

by coupling

chlorosilane of different functionality.

each material into three fractions of low

of which have the same composition unit but different average number

polydispersity,

all

of composition

units.

By

applying the "constituting block copolymer concept", the

physical behavior of these molecules was compared with the current theories.
that morphological behavior of these grafted

theoretical approach.

copolymers can be predicted using

The number of the junction

points,

long range order of microphase separation. Additionally,
properties of these materials are also greatly affected

the

6.2

number of constituting block copolymer

It is

found

this

however, greatly influences the

it

is

found that the tensile

by the molecular

architecture and

units per molecule.

Introduction

It

has long been recognized that molecular architecture of block copolymers
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is

an

important parameter in designing matenals
with desired properties. Changing
from

simple diblock copolymers to graft
copolymers, the dependence of the
morphological
behaviors on the volume fraction of the
respective block

is

greatly

SillevQd'''''''''''''

Study

of the morphological behavior of materials with
novel molecular architectures can
help
the understanding on

how

variations in the molecular architecture
of block and graft

copolymers can be manipulated

in order to

develop materials with exceptional

mechanical, transport, and optical properties,

etc.

With the development of synthetic

approach, materials with more complicated architectures
have been synthesized and their
physical and mechanical properties have also been studied.' '^-'^''^^

^^^^^

approaches to probe the morphological behavior of materials
with these complex
structures is to apply the ''constituting block copolymer
concept"
this concept, the

morphologies of some complicated

graft

According

to

copolymers can be

approximated by the constituting block copolymer unit (CBU) associating
with each
junction points. Thus, in each material, the number of the

number of junction

points.

and can be described

These

in a general

CBUs

at central

mapped onto

is

are characteristically the

formula

AnB^ where

respective blocks of the copolymer, while the n and

arm B

CBUs

the

the

same

same

as the

for each material,

A and the B are the two

m represent the number of arm A and

junction point. The morphological behavior of these materials can be

their respective

morphological diagrams.

Previously, morphological behaviors of multigraft copolymers with randomly

spaced trifunctional and tetrafunctional, and regulary spaced tetrafunctional junction
points along the backbone have been studied.
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'

It is

found that the number of junction

points greatly affects the long-range
of the microstructures.
Quantitative study on the
grain size of the lamellar morphology
shows that the correlation length
K-n"^
the

number of the junction

points in each molecule.^^

The

°,

tensile property study

multigraft copolymer with regularly spaced
tetrafunctional junction points and

shows very higher elongation and comparable
materials.

It is

stress at

where n

is

on

2\%

of PS

break as the commercial

also found that the stress at break and
the strain at break in these

multigraft materials increase with the increase of
number of the junction points, from 5 to
10.

The present study concentrates on

the effect of chain architecture

morphological behavior of trifunctional multigraft copolymers. The

spaced trifunctional junction points with polyisoprene

(PI) as

on the

series has regularly

backbones and polystyrene

(PS) as branches and the PS compositions of these materials cover the whole range
of

morphological diagram. Figure 6.1
materials.

The copolymers

illustrates the

are synthesized

molecular architecture of this group of

by coupling

living

PS branches and

diflinctional PI spacers using chlorosilane linking agent. Material thus

multigraft copolymers having the

same building block -

formed contains

CBU but a distribution of

molecular weights and accordingly a distribution of the numbers of CBUs. Solventfractionation

all

method was employed so

that each material

of which have relatively narrow polydispersity

molecular weight for each fraction

is

divided into three fractions,

(<1.2). Thus, the distribution of the

narrow enough

for morphological studies.

Additionally, the molecular weights of all the fractions
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is

among

these multigraft

copolymers are over 250 kg/mole, where molecular
weight dependence of mechanical
properties

6.3

is

eliminated.

Synthesis and characterization
Details of the synthesis and characterization of these
multigraft copolymers can

be found elsewhere. '^^ The synthetic strategy employs anionic
polymerization
techniques and utilizes a modular approach in which the branches
polystyryllithium, and
the spacer poly(l,4-isoprenyl)dilithium are sequentially incorporated
into chlorosilane

hnking centers.
Molecular characterizations of trifunctional multigraft copolymers, the PS
branches and the PI spacers are

listed in

Table

6.1

and Table

Multiple detection size

6.2.

exclusive chromatography (SEC) methods, combining refractive index (SEC-Rl),
ultraviolet

(SEC-UV), and multiangle

characterize the materials.

laser light scattering

SEC-RI was performed using

(SEC-MALLS) were

a Waters

Waters Ultrastyragelcolumns (with a continuous range from 106

model 410

differential refractometer. Multidetector

MALLS) were performed using a Waters
Ultrastyragel columns (HR-4,

from 106

to

103

A

),

at

analyses

model 510 pump,
103

A

),

and a Waters

(SEC-UV and SEC-

Alliance seperations module 2690, Waters

HR-5E, HT-3, HT-6E with

a continuous porosity range

a Waters refractive index detector 2410, a Waters photodiode array

detector 996, and a Wyatt Technology

chromatographed

SEC

to

used to

30"C and detected

accomplished using dried and

distilled

Dawn DSP
at

laser photometer.

THE

solutions

were

25T. SEC-MALLS and SEC-UV were

THE. Weight
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fractions of

PS

in these series

of

materials are calculated based on
'h

NMR measurements in CDCb, using a Broker

300

MHz instrument.

Due

to the fractionation

method employed/^^

the average

molecule differs among the fractions of each
matenal. For easy
nomenclature for these multigraft copolymers

number of polymer blocks

defined as

identification, a general

MG-n-P-f The "n"

associated at each junction points,
which

functionality of the junction points" and the

The "p"

refers to the average

which

sometimes omitted

is

is

number of junctions per

is

is

the

also called " the

"f represents the total PS volume fraction.

number of junction

points per molecule in that fraction,

to represent all three fractions in the

same group. Thus,

MG-

3-3.3-43 refers to the fraction of the multigraft copolymer
with trifunctional junction
points, 0.43

of PS volume fraction and an average of 3.3 junction points
per molecule.

These labels can be found

in

Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 for these trifunctional multigraft

copolymers.

6.4

Morphological characterization
Morphological characterizations of these

copolymers are

listed in

Tensile testing

with a 1000

Table

6.

1

and Table

was performed using

series

of trifunctional multigraft

6.2, respectively.

a universal-testing machine Instron

N load cell at a crosshead speed of 15 mm/min.

1

123

Dogbone specimens of 0.7

mm thick were stamped from the same pieces of cast and annealed film that were used
for

TEM and SAXS

studies with a standard die having 20
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mm gauge length.

Crosshead

seperadon was used to quantify stram.
Matenal Stress

by utiHzmg engineering

stresses,

vs. Strain

based on the measured

of these specimens. For each material,

at least

initial

curves were produced

cross-section dimensions

10 tests were performed.

Resuhs and Discussion

6.5

Figure 6.8 displays a series of images,
where microstructure ordering

improving with decreasing average number of
junction points per molecule
fractions

of MG-3-43. In MG-3-4-43, shown

seperated with no long range order.

Shown

3.8-43.

in

in Figure 6.8b

m Figure 6.8a, the material

Some pooriy

and 6.8c are the

is

in the three

microphase

ordered lamellae were found in

fairly

MG-3-

ordered lamellar morphology found

samples MG-3-3.3-43 and MG-3-2.9-43, respectively.
Ordering of lamellar

morphology

is

greatly improved

compared

to the other

two

fractions with higher

of CBU's. Thus, as the number of branch points per molecule
increases, the

form long range order
in

is

MG-3-43

series are

is

is

ability to

dramatically reduced. The scattering data of the three fractions

shown

in Figure 6.9.

are observed from the scattering profiles.

degree of ordering

number

For

It is

all

three fractions, four clear reflections

also clear

from the

improved as the number of branch points

is

SAXS

profiles that the

decreased per molecule.

So, in this sense, MG-3-2.9-43 has a better microphase ordering and long range ordered

lamellar

morphology than

that

of MG-3-3.3-43 and MG-3-3.8-43, respectively.

Lamellar morphologies are found

shows

the

Figure

6.

TEM

1 1

in all three fractions

of MG-3-64. Figure 6.10

images of MG-3-3.5-64, MG-3-2.7-64 and MG-3-2.1-64, respectively.

shows

the

SAXS

profile

of all three fractions of this
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series.

Lamellar

mon^hology
64 has

all six

is

evident from

reflections

MG-3-2.1-64 has

data.

spacing

is

six order refleetions

showing

the lamellar

from .he

SAXS

proHles. MG-3-3.5-

morphology whereas MG-3-2.7-64
and

refleetions up to the sixth
order except the fifth refieetion
for the

lamellar mon^hology.

TEM

,l,e

The

SAXS

Based on the primary
calculated to be 53.

1

data of all three fractions

is in

good agreement with

the

scattering vector q* of the three
fractions, lamellar

nm

for

MG-3-3.5-64 and MG-3-2.7-64, and
55.5

nm

for

MG-3-2.1-64, respectively.

The two

fractions

matrix. Figure 6.12

same

of MG-3-80 form hexagonally packed PI
cylinders

shows

the

TEM micrograph of MG-3-3.5-80.

in

PS

Scattering data for the

fraction in Figure 6.13 has all the characteristic
reflections for the hexagonally

packed cylindrical morphology. Based on the primary
scattering vector q*, domain
spacing

is

calculated to be 40.0

All fractions of

shows the

As

nm

for

MG-3-17 form

MG-3-3.5-80.

disordered

PS spheres

in

PI matrix. Figure 6.5

TEM images of MG-3-3.7-17, MG-3-2.6-17 and MG-3-2.0-17, respectively.

seen in Figure 6.5, each of these three samples formed a microphase seperated

morphology which appears

to lack long-range order.

of random multigraft copolymers, '^^ the
exhibit a strong primary

maximum

SAXS

As was seen

data for

all

frequently in the study

samples

MG-3-17

in the

followed by a weak, broad secondary

approximately 2.5q*, which does not correspond

to a

Bragg

reflection for

maximum

which

results

to

from disordered arrangements of domains of a
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at

any known

block copolymer morphology. However, such scattering profiles are similar
intraparticle scattering

series

specfic shape.
the

Fon.

MG-3-2.6-17

Figure 6.7.

factors for spheres and
cyhnders of the appropnate

fraction

Domain

sizes

is

were obtamed by using the
primary peak

to get

this

found to be 38.7 mn. This spacmg
along with the known PS and
PI volume

the domains

fill

space

is

both bcc and sc

lattice

packings. '^^''^^

the data poorly, predicting the

with the second

maximum.

As

with the form factor

maxima where

form factor

radii

for cylinders

fit

there are none, and extinctions
coincident

maximum

lattice

packing, however,

is

composed of sc sphere

in a disordered arrangement.

the data

It

wormlike domains

consistent with a disordered, meshlike structure with average
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lattice

MG-3-

packing.

may be

described as a

in a PI matrix.

samples MG-3-4.3-5, MG-3-2.6-5 and MG-3-1.8-5, shown

and 26.3 nm, respectively.

packing,

formed the same unusual

all

TEM images of which are given in Figure 6.3.
struts or

lattice

Similar calculations for samples

Samples MG-3-4.3-5, MG-3-2.6-5 and MG-3-1.8-5

microphase separated mesh of PS

fits

corresponding with the observed secondary

3.7-17 and MG-3-2.0-17 also support a preference for sc sphere

morphology,

how

Similar results, not shown, were obtained
for MG-3-3.7-17

suggests that the sample

wormlike domains

for

were determined using

radii

in Figure 6.7, the

and MG-3-2.0-17. The form factor for a sc sphere

maximum. This

model

assumed. For the puipose of these
calculations, cylinder

were obtained assuming a hexagonal packing
and sphere

for

m

an average

domams. For sample MG-3-2.6-17,

fraction can be used to calculate
sphere and cylmder radh provided
that a

better,

size for

were generated and compared
with the actual scattenng data

center-to-center distance between
neighboring

distance

doma.n

in

SAXS

data

Figure 4.4, are

mesh

sizes

of 24.8, 25.5

As described

previously, the morphological
behavior of the multigraft copolymers

can be predicted by applying the
^constituting block copolymer
concept". For the
multigraft copolymers with regularly
placed trifunctional junction points,
the constituting

block copolymer unit (CBU)

approximated by
PI block in the

PS arms used

that

CBU

is

of I^S single

graft

PS block

is

by Milner'' whose

same

the

The morphological diagram of such

predicted

is

whose morphology can be

copolymer phase or morphology diagram.
Each

half of the PI spacer while the

is

in the synthesis.

single junction point

I,S single graft copolymer,

as the living

materials with a

analysis predicts

morphology

as a

function of composition and architecture asymmetry.

In order to

map

the

CBU onto Milner's phase diagram, the asymmetry parameter,

£=(nA/nB)(lA/liif\ for the current system

each block
VilR?.

Vi

at

and

is

each central junction point, while the

/?,

are the

For our current system,

The

calculated.

is

/,

«, is

the

number of arms of

a material parameter and

/,=

volume and radius of gyration of one arm of polymer block
.c=1.8,

where

/.

A block is chosen to be PS and the B block is the

PI.

The

trifunctional multigraft

copolymers used

in this

study are

mapped

into

Milner's phase diagram in Figure 6.2. According to Milner's phase diagram and the
''constituting block

copolymer concept", MG-3-5 and MG-3-17 are expected

spherical morphology,

MG-3-43

is

form

expected to form cylindrical morphology, MG-3-64

expected to form lamellar morphology, and MG-3-80
cylindrical morphology.

to

is

expected

to

form again

Experimental results of MG-3-17, MG-3-64 and MG-3-80
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is

-ch we,, wi.H ,he .heoretica, prediction.
43

is

Expen.en.a,

resu.is

dev,a.ed fon. .Heir .heore.ica,
prediction. Expe„.en>a„y.

disordered worr^like domains
of PS in P, matrix
whereas

-n.ho,ogy. Higher order

of MG-B-S and MG-3-

MG-3-5

for., ,he

MG-3-43 for™s

reflcc.ions wi.h we,,
in.ensi.y

were observed

.he ,an,e.,ar

in ,he sca,.cring

da.a of fractions wi.h fewer
numbers of averagejunc.ion
poin.s per nro,ecu,c. The
finding .ha. .he ,ong range
order of mu,.igrafl
copoiymers decreases wi.h
higher

of juncion

poin.s.

trifunctiona,

is

eonsis.en. wi.h previous resui.s
of mu,.igraft copoiymers wi.h

and .e.rafunc.iona, junc.ion poin.s,™-'^
and

throughou. .he nra.eriais
poin.s per molecuie

is

at different interface

number of junction
material, but

in .his study.

beyond

I, is

possibie .ha.

is

eons.an.iy observed

when

.he

number ofjunc.ion

certain limit, these junction
points are kinetically trapped

and thus hinder the formation of
ordered microdomains. Higher

points

may also

may

not be able to decrease the long
range order of the

completely disrupt the formation of the
recognizable morphology.

Stress-strain curve

of a trifunctional multigrafl copolymer,
MG-3-3.7-17

compared with those of hexafunctional and
the

number

same number of average junction

is

tetrafunctional multigraft copolymers with

points and

volume

fraction

of PS

in

Figure 6.14.

Clearly, the trifunctional multigrafl copolymer
has a higher percentage of elongation at

each stress poin. compared .0 .ha. of hexafunc.ional
and .e.rafunc.ional multigrafts. In
the stress-s.rain curves s.udy of tetrafunctional
multigrafts,

increasing the

small loss in

number of junction

strain.''''

different fractions

This effect

it

has been also shown that

points clearly results in the increase of strength with
is

a general result and should be observed

of trifunctional multigrafl copolymers used
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in this study.

among

the

1

Table

6.
1

Molecular and morphologieal
characterization of multigrafl
copolyme rs
"°P°'>™«
with regularly spaced trifunctional
junction
points.

g/mol)

y>^i\j

MG-3-

PS

5

branch

#

Vol%

junctions

of PS

/molecule

b

4.3

5.3

iviui

piioiogy

1

(nm)

PI

Uj.U

1

spacer

MG-3-

Am
OU

4.3-5

PS

wormlilrp

domains

MG-34UO

2.6-5

2.6

5.3

JI0

1.8-5

1

o

5.2

PS

17

branch

J>

in PI

25.5

PS wormlike
domains

MG-3-

24.8

PS wormlilcp
domains

MG-3-

in PI

in PI

26.3

1,0

PI

spacer

oO.U

MG-3J

3.7-17

1

J

3.7

16.3

Disordered PS

Spheres

MG-3jyl

2.6-17

2.6

16.9

Disordered PS

Spheres

MG-32.U

2.0-17

16.9

PS

43

branch

38.7
in PI

Disordered PS

Spheres

MG-3-

38.7
in PI

38.7
in PI

OU. J

PI

spacer

48.0

MG-33.8-43

464

3.8

41.1

Not ordered
Lamellae

57.2

400

3.3

44.0

Lamellae

57.2

360

2.9

44.9

Lamellae

53.8

MG-33.3-43

MG-32.9-43

a:

Weight average molecular weight measured using

SEC-MALLS

(multi-angle laser

light scattering).
b:

PS volume
and

c:

fraction Calculated based

SEC-UV

on the averaged mass percentage from 'h

analyses,

Domain spacing D = 2n/q where

q

is

the primary bragg's reflection.
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NMR

#

(xloVmol)

Vol%
Morphology

D'
(nm)

62.1

Lamellae

53.1

2.7

64.0

Lamellae

53.1

2.1

64.6

Lamellae

55.5

3.5

80.0

junctions

/molecule

of PS''

PS
3-64

9.5

branch
PI

105.0

spacer

MG3-3.5-

421

3.5

MG'J

O

'7

338

64

MU3-2.1-

268

64
M(j-

PS

3-80

branch

79.5

PI
23.6

MG3-3.5-

382

Hexagonally PI
Cylinders in

80

PS

40.0

MG3-2.6-

291

2.6

80.2

Cylinders in PS

80

a:

Hexagonally PI

Weight average molecular weight measured using

SEC-MALLS

40.0

(multi-angle laser

light scattering).
b:

PS volume
and

c:

fraction Calculated based

SEC-UV

on the averaged mass percentage from 'H

analyses.

Domain spacing

D

= 2n/q where

q*

is

the primary bragg's reflection.
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NMR

(a)

Figure

6.

1

of the multigraft copolymers used in this study with
regularly spaced trifunctional junction points, (b) I2S single graft
copolymer, the constituting block copolymer unit of trifunctional
(a)

Illustration

multigraft copolymers.
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Figure 6.2

Mapping of the

multigraft copolymers used in this study on the Milner's

phase diagram.
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500

TEM images of
and

(c)

nm

multigrafl copolymers (a) MG-3-4.3-5, (b) MG-3-2.6-5

MG-3- 1.8-5.
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Figure 6.4

Small-angle X-ray scattering profiles of MG-3-5 samples.
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Figure 6.5

TEM

images of multigraft copolymers
and (c) MG-3-2.0-17.
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(a)

MG-3-3.7-17,

(b)

MG-3-2.6-17,

q

Figure 6.6

(A-^)

Small-angle X-ray scattering profiles of MG-3-17 samples.
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Figure 6.7

Form

factor profiles for the

MG-3-2.6-17 sample.
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Figure 6.8

TEM images of multigraft copolymers (a) MG-3-3.8-43, (b) MG-3-3.3-43,
and

(c)

MG-3-2.9-43.

173

q

Figure 6.9

(A-^)

Small-angle X-ray scattering profiles of MG-3-43 samples.

174

Figure

6.

1

0

TEM

images of multigraft copolymers
64, and (c) MG-3-2.1-64.

175

(a)

MG-3-3.5-64,

(b)

MG-3-2.7-

q

Figure

6.

1 1

(A-^)

Small-angle X-ray scattering profiles of MG-3-64 samples.

176

Figure 6.12

TEM image of

multigraft copolymer (a) MG-3-3.5-80.

177

Figure 6.13

Small-angle X-ray scattering profile of MG-3-4-80.

178

strain [%]

Figure

6.

1

4

comparison among
multigraft copolymers
Stress-strain curves

179

tri-,tetra-

and hexafunctional

.
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